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Abstract

The amount of data produced and stored in multiple types of distributed data sources is growing steadily. The use of Business Intelligence (BI) systems has become a famous means to benefit from these massive amounts of available data and support decision making processes. A crucial factor that determines whether data can be analyzed efficiently is the use of adequate visualizations.

Almost simultaneously with the ongoing availability of data numerous types of visualization techniques have emerged. Since ordinary BI users typically lack expert visualization knowledge, the selection and creation of visualizations can be a very time- and knowledge-consuming task. To encounter these problems an architecture that aims at supporting ordinary BI users in the selection of adequate visualizations is developed in this thesis. The basic idea is to automatically provide visualization recommendations based on the concrete BI scenario and formalized visualization knowledge. Ontologies that formalize all relevant knowledge play an important role in the developed architecture and are the key to make the knowledge machine-processable.

Preceding the architecture design existing work on semantics in BI and visualization systems is examined. Selected parts of the literature reviewed is then integrated and enhanced in the new architecture model. The thesis closes with a scenario-based evaluation in which the visualization recommendation procedure is illustrated exemplary for two fundamentally different BI scenarios.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BI</td>
<td>Business Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>Dependent Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNS</td>
<td>Domain Name System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>Days Post Conception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMR</td>
<td>Enterprise Metadata Repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETL</td>
<td>Extract, Transform, Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOAF</td>
<td>Friend of a Friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>Independent Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRI</td>
<td>Internationalized Resource Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLAP</td>
<td>Online Analytical Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVP</td>
<td>Ontological Visualization Pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWL</td>
<td>Web Ontology Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDBMS</td>
<td>Relational Database Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>Resource Description Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDFS</td>
<td>RDF Schema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBE</td>
<td>Scenario-Based Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBI</td>
<td>Semantic Business Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI</td>
<td>User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URI</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS0</td>
<td>Visualization Ontology (by [VP11])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO</td>
<td>Visualization Ontology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

1.1 Problem and Motivation

The amount of data produced and stored in multiple types of distributed data sources is growing at a rate of more than 30% a year [TC05]. Simultaneously the cost of data acquisition and storage imposed on companies have declined significantly [CDN11]. Since human attention becomes the limited resource when datasets grow in size and complexity, the challenge has shifted from a poor availability of data to the analysis of massive amounts of data [KHPA12]. One of the indispensable means to address this rapid explosion of data and information is visualization [GSGC08].

As [GSGC08] shows numerous more or less sophisticated visualization techniques have evolved over the past decades that pose severe challenges on the users. Among these are not only the well-known types of chart visualizations like pie charts or bar charts but also novel graph-based types of visualizations that allow to analyze structures and clusters within data. The majority of ordinary users, who deal with data and information on a day-to-day basis, have only little knowledge about the visualization domain. They are challenged by selecting the most suitable visualization for their information needs. Thus producing adequate visualizations is a demanding and time-consuming task requiring expert visualization knowledge. Nevertheless, attempting to refrain from visualizations is not an alternative since only graphic representations of data leverage the human visual system’s ability to identify patterns, spot trends and outliers in data [HBO10]. In other words, using well-defined visual representations can improve comprehension, memory and decision making [HBO10].

A vast number of Business Intelligence (BI) tools that allow to systematically collect, analyze and visualize data from multiple sources and thus provide a basis for decision making processes have emerged [CDN11]. Among these
tools are numerous visualization tools that allow to select from different, more or less well-known types of visualizations.

Only an example of a recently developed prototypical business intelligence platform that combines multiple to some extend novel types of graphic representations within a single web based front-end application is the EU funded research project CUBIST\(^1\). A final evaluation of the CUBIST prototype has preceded this master thesis (see [SD03]). The complexity of understanding the different types of visualization and uncertainty when to use which type have been criticized by the test users in the evaluation. Moreover, different types of representations have been evaluated as being particularly useful for different types of users, tasks and data.

These evaluation results and the aforementioned lack of expert visualization knowledge are the motivation to take a closer look at how users of BI systems might be supported in the selection of appropriate visualizations with regard to their concrete use case scenario.

1.2 Objective and Organization of the Research

The objective of this thesis is to work out how visualization knowledge can be formalized and integrated into BI environments in a way that it can be leveraged during user request processing. It is intended to shift the time- and knowledge-intensive tasks of creating and selecting adequate visualizations from the BI users to the BI system itself by enabling the system to automatically provide visualization recommendations. This should simultaneously facilitate the users’ access to rather novel types of visualizations they would probably not choose by themselves otherwise.

To achieve this objective the following research question should be answered within this thesis:

How could a business intelligence architecture look like that utilizes formalized visualization knowledge to transparently support

\(^1\)see \url{http://www.cubist-project.eu/}, project duration from 2010 to 2013
a user in selecting an appropriate visualization with regard to the semantics of his use case scenario?

This question should be answered with an architecture that adds semantic web technologies to the visualization procedure in a BI environment. It is drawn on technologies and ideas underlying the semantic web since they allow to formalize and make knowledge machine-processable - a basic requirement to automatize visualization recommendation.

The architecture is developed in a four-step approach: First of all, the basics of information visualization, business intelligence and semantic web technologies are introduced in chapter two and three.

In a second step, a critical literary review of existing approaches that add semantics to BI systems and visualization systems is carried out.

Third, constructive research is conducted to integrate selected notions of the literature reviewed into a new architecture. The focus within this step is laid on how the integration and reuse of existing ideas can be realized to leverage synergistic effects.

The proposed architecture model is then evaluated in a fourth step. On the one hand, it is shown how the visualization recommendation procedure would be performed for two fundamentally different use case scenarios. On the other, small parts of the architecture are implemented prototypically.

Only the initial creation and selection of visualizations when a BI user requests data is taken into consideration for the proposed architecture. The subsequent interactions and response behavior of visualizations after they have been created initially are not in the scope of this thesis.
2 Visualization in Business Intelligence

2.1 Information Visualization Basics

2.1.1 Definition and Distinction

Looking for a definition of information visualization it has to be distinguished between a rather process-oriented view and an artifact-oriented view. As shown by [Maz09], some authors use the term visualization to refer to both the process of creating and understanding the graphics and the graphical results. Due to this ambiguity the visible artifacts of the visualization process that are created to express information are also referred to as graphic representations [vE02]. In this thesis both terms are used synonymously. Although supporting the selection of adequate graphic representations is in the focus of this thesis, it cannot be separated from the visualization process itself as both are inevitably connected.

Having made the distinction between the different usages of the term visualization, the following, frequently cited\(^1\) definition of information visualization by [CMS99] which touches both aspects is possible:

"The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual representations of abstract data to amplify cognition\(^2\)"

The use of the term abstract data in the definition above distinguishes information visualization from scientific visualization. In information visualization non-physical data like financial data, business data, collections of documents or abstract conceptions which do not allow obvious spatial mappings are visualized. Contrasting, scientific visualization relies on physical attributes

\(^1\)see [GTS10], [CR98]  
\(^2\)Cognition is the process of acquisition or use of knowledge [CMS99].
of the objects to be visualized [CMS99]. This results in one of the main challenges in information visualization which is the transformation of non-spatial abstractions into an effective visual form to aid cognition [CMS99].

### 2.1.2 Reference Model for Visualization

The data transformation process has been formalized by [CMS99] in a reference model for visualization that should serve as a basis for discussions about visualization systems (see figure 1). A similar model that lays more emphasis on the single operations performed on the data than on the overall transformation process itself is the data state model (or operator model) introduced by [CR98]. As the overall transformation process is focused the model introduced by [CMS99] is referred to in the following. Both models are based on the so called visualization pipeline which has been formulated by [HM90] to describe the different operations performed on data in the process of creating a graphic representation.

Figure 1 visualizes that data passes through at least three transformations stages in the visualization process [CMS99]: data transformations, visual mappings and view transformations.

In the data transformation stage raw data which is present in an arbitrary format and structure is transformed into relations or set of relations (i.e. set of tuples) which are more structured and thus can be more easily visualized. The second step is the visual mapping stage where characteristics of the transformed data are mapped to attributes of visual structures e.g. dimen-
sions, transparency or color.
In the last step, the **view transformation**, the visual structures are rendered for presentation. In this step, feedback mechanisms like rotation or scaling functionalities are added and made available for the analyst.
As also shown in figure 1, an analyst can influence all stages of visualization through interaction in accordance with his tasks and thus manipulate the view presented on the data. With this possibility visual analysis becomes a process of view creation, exploration and refinement [HS12]. The interaction part is an enhancement of [CMS99]'s model compared to the visualization pipeline introduced by [HM90].

### 2.1.3 Terminology and Taxonomies

To realize computer-aided selection support for graphic representations it is necessary to understand the different factors influencing the visualization process. Predominant relevant factors identified by [VP11] are stated and shortly described in table 1 on the next page. In literature numerous terminologies, taxonomies\(^3\) and ontologies\(^4\) that try to conceptualize and classify the different aspects have been proposed. The great number of work focusing on various fields of interest implies that information visualization is an interdisciplinary domain.

Since it is not possible to introduce all papers in detail in this thesis, it is referred to [VP11] where related work in the area of information visualization has been surveyed and categorized. From analyzing 53 terminologies and taxonomies, the authors have identified which of the aspects stated in table 1 are dealt with in different papers. As the factors listed result from the authors’ comprehensive literature review, the listing can be considered as valid when it comes to the identification of aspects influencing visualization. Parts of their results are visualized in figure 2. More details can be found on the authors’ website [VP]. As figure 2 shows (on the left), most work deals with the conceptualization and classification of graphic representations (Re) them-

---

\(^3\)A terminology introduces the meaning of concepts and expresses them informally whereas a taxonomy also organizes the concepts in some structured way [DBDH05].

\(^4\)See section 3.4.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data (Da)</td>
<td>All aspects related to the structure of data and data properties like data type or scale of measurement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain (Do)</td>
<td>The application area which data belongs to, the area of knowledge a user has and/or the tasks executed are determined by the domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical vocabulary (Vo)</td>
<td>Defines the basic graphic vocabulary in the visualization domain like e.g. color, shape or size.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphic representation (Re)</td>
<td>Descriptions and classifications of graphic representations and their components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasks and/or interaction (Ta)</td>
<td>The tasks and interactions a user performs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User (Us)</td>
<td>All aspects about the user including level of knowledge, preferences or capabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System (Sy)</td>
<td>All aspects about the hardware system including (capabilities of) input and output devices.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Aspects influencing visualization

...selves. Followed by the tasks (Ta) performed and the data (Da) that needs to be visualized. The remaining factors take a minor role in literature. Due to this the data and task factor are examined in more detail in the subsequent sections. The right part of figure 2 depicts that most papers only focus on a few aspects (one or two) simultaneously. Just a few authors deliver a unified view by combining multiple aspects.

Figure 2: Survey results for work on information visualization [VP11]
An example for a multi-aspect approach is the unified taxonomic framework for information visualization introduced by [PHP03]. A simplified version of the taxonomy is visualized in figure 3. The authors consider data, tasks and interaction as well as contextual factors and the user’s skills as relevant for visualization, i.e. these factors directly affect the creation of graphic representations. With contextual factors the authors summarize the users’ experience, intention and needs as well as input and output devices. Thus it is not inevitably separable from the users’ skills. The authors integrate the seven tasks proposed by [Shn96] to define task types (see 2.1.5). The data part takes types and structures of data into account. For the interactivity type the authors differentiate between static and dynamic visualization where dynamic visualization must allow specific interactions. In turn the interaction types are influenced by the other factors which thus also indirectly influence visualization.

### 2.1.4 Data as an Influencing Factor

Data as an influencing factor on visualization can be described from multiple perspectives [TM04]. Below it is focused on the dimensionality, the properties and structure of data.

It is important to distinguish between raw data and the data that results from the transformation in the first visualization step (see section 2.1.2). As the latter is relevant for the subsequent visual mapping step, the following
explanations apply to the transformed data. For characteristics and specifics of raw data (e.g. types and structure) it is referred to [TC05].

Dimensionality

The dimensionality of data defines the number of dimensions which are also known as **data variables** that need to be represented [Maz09]. According to [Shn96] it can be distinguished between 1-dimensional (e.g. list of names), 2-dimensional (e.g. geographic data), 3-dimensional (e.g. models of molecules) or in general multidimensional data if more than one dimension is considered. Relational databases are typically multidimensional.

Data variables can be independent or dependent. As shown in [VP11], in a tabular data model **independent variables** are columns that can be varied influencing the values of other columns - the **dependent variables**. In general, the behavior of the dependent variables with respect to the combination of independent variables is focused in data analysis. Only taking the number of dependent variables into consideration data can also be described as univariate, bivariate, trivariate or multivariate [Maz09].

Data Properties

Through properties data variables mentioned in the previous paragraph can be further characterized. An important property is the **scale of measurement**. [RM90] distinguish quantitative, ordinal and nominal scales of measurement. **Quantitative data** is numerical allowing to perform meaningful mathematical operations on the data. A metric is assigned to the values [Maz09]. As [RM90] show it can be mapped to visual dimensions that also vary quantitatively like the position along an axis or the angles in a pie chart. Mapping quantitative data to visual elements that cannot express quantitative data (e.g. shapes or colors) the quantities cannot be perceived accordingly.

Though **ordinal data** can also be numerical, it depends on the ordering implied by the semantics of the data set, e.g. performance ratings or grades at school. Ordinal data requires visualization techniques that allow to explicitly enumerate every element along an axis (since values cannot be interpolated) by maintaining the order in the data [Maz09].
In nominal data the elements are unordered. They can be mapped to visual dimensions like colors or shapes that do not vary quantitatively [RM90].

An additional property to be examined here, is the distinction between discrete and continuous data variables. Continuous data can be interpolated whereas discrete data cannot be interpolated. Though [TM04] shows that the distinction is sometimes not very clear as often discrete data is sampled from continuous data sources (e.g. image data) which is then interpolated again for visualization. Because of that [TM04] does not distinguish between discrete and continuous on the data level but on the user model level which takes the assumptions of the user about the data into account.

Data Structures

As a last point about data structures that define the relations among entities are inspected. A set of data can be represented by linear data structures, e.g. with tables or vectors, by hierarchical data structures or network structures [Maz09].

As depicted by [VLKS+11], the latter two are famous examples of graph-based data structures where a set of vertices (i.e. the nodes or entities) is connected by a set of edges (the relations). Attributes can be attached to vertices and edges to provide additional information like the size of a node or the type of a relation. Besides, edges can be either directed or indirected depending on whether they are ordered or not.

Hierarchical structures distinguish from network structures as there are no cycles in the underlying graph for hierarchies. That means there is no vertex being the beginning and the end of a sequence of connected vertices (i.e. a path) simultaneously. A special form of hierarchical structures are rooted trees where exactly one vertex \( r \) exists that has no ancestor (the root) [VLKS+11].

2.1.5 Tasks as an Influencing Factor

As a second aspect some basic ideas about tasks as an influencing factor on visualization are introduced. For building up a general structure of terms
and notions related to human activities, it can be referred to [Bar97]'s three-level hierarchy which is visualized in figure 4. [Bar97] internalizes the basic ideas of the Activity Theory that elaborates on the consciousness of humans when performing an activity. The Activity Theory has been widely used in human computer interaction research to explain how users interact with computerized tools [GZ08].

At the top of the activity hierarchy the activities themselves are placed. [Bar97] emphasizes that an activity is directed towards an object that satisfies a certain need. Thus at the level of activity it is determined why a user behaves in a certain way.

A person performs an activity through a chain of multiple actions. The level of actions defines what a user does to achieve his overall goal.

The lowest level is the operation level which describes how an activity is realized, e.g. by clicking a mouse or by dragging and dropping. In contrast to actions operations are performed unconsciously.

There are multiple taxonomies that try to categorize what a user does consciously when working with a visualization system. Thus the following formalized activities can be placed at the action or activity level of the hierarchy. Actions are related to data or the view representing the data [VP11]. Because of that some actions can also be considered as interactions with the graphic representations of the data.

An often cited formalization of information visualization tasks that focuses on the data to be visualized are the seven tasks proposed by [Shn96]: overview, zoom, filter, details-on-demand, relate, history and extract. [HS12] go further
by summarizing data and view related tasks in a single taxonomy differentiating between data and view specification tasks (visualize, filter, sort, derive), view manipulation tasks (select, navigate, coordinate, organize) and process and provenance task (record, annotate, share, guide). A similar approach is followed by [GZ08] who differentiate between exploration actions (all actions performed to gain new insights, e.g. filter or sort), insight actions (actions performed to manipulate the new insights, e.g. bookmark or remove) and meta-actions (all actions not related to the data or presentation but to the user’s action history, e.g. redo or undo). As opposed to other authors, [GZ08] explicitly defines the criteria that constitute an action with the following triple:

\[ \text{Action} = \langle \text{Type}, \text{Intent}, \text{Parameters} \rangle \]

The type attaches a unique name to an action like "filter". With intent the primary user intention is defined, e.g. change the data selected. With parameters the functional scope to execute an action is defined, e.g. a constraint list for a filter action.  
For more details about the aforementioned taxonomies please refer to the referenced literature. As a last conceptualization of visualization tasks the work of [AS04] is introduced that explicitly focuses on analytic tasks that need to be performed with the help of visualization systems. [AES05] have conducted an empirical study where students were asked to generate data analysis questions for a provided set of data and try to answer them with selected visualization tools. Ten task types that could be extracted from the questions were formalized by the authors:

- Retrieve Value
- Filter
- Compute Derived Value
- Find Extremum
- Sort
- Determine Range
- Characterize Distribution
- Find Anomalies
• Cluster
• Correlate

The authors give a short description of every task type and some example questions the tasks result from. The "retrieve value" task, for example, intends to retrieve attribute values for a specified set of data entities. An example question would be [AES05]: "What is the mileage per gallon of the Audi TT?" For a detailed description and examples for all task types it is referred to Appendix A.

[GZ08] claims that the task types proposed by [AES05] would rather be placed at the activity level of the activity hierarchy. Nevertheless, they cannot be clearly distinguished from the actions defined in [GZ08] which according to the authors are definitely placed at the more granular action level. In [GZ08] the "sort" and "filter" actions, for example, correspond to the eponymous tasks stated by [AES05]. This indicates that a formalization of human activities sometimes cannot be clearly mapped to the activity hierarchy proposed earlier.

### 2.2 Business Intelligence Basics

#### 2.2.1 Definition

Being the domain of interest in this thesis, a short definition of Business Intelligence (BI) and its relation to visualization is given in the following. The term itself was already coined in the late 1980s when increasing attention was payed to decision support and data warehousing in businesses [Nyl99]. Today countless definitions of BI exist in literature. A classification of existing BI definitions based on how BI is approached is built up by [GRJA11]. The authors differentiate between a managerial (i.e. a process-oriented) and a technical perspective on BI. For all definitions in common they point out that supporting the strategic decision making process is the objective of BI.

One of the rather technical definitions is given by [SCM+05]:
"Business Intelligence (BI) is defined as an integrated set of tools to support the transformation of data to information to support decision making."

Seeing visualizations as the result of the data transformation processes, the definition above foreshadows that visualizations are essential for BI. They function as a direct means of decision support. This is supported by [CMS99]'s perspective on visualization which names decision making as one of the main goals of visualization next to explanation and discovery.

### 2.2.2 Reference Architecture and Terms

To give an impression of how BI is approached traditionally without having any system-driven visualization selection support, a typical, multi-layered BI architecture which combines various software tools is introduced (see figure 5 on the next page). The presented architecture should only be seen as a reference as different layers and components might vary in real implementation scenarios.

As shown in [Ban06] and visualized in figure 5, the bottom layer (i.e. the **data source layer**) might comprise various types of heterogeneous data sources. The data sources might differ in the type and structure of data included, the type of access methods available, or whether they are internal or external to a company. Accessing multiple data sources is necessary, as lots of decision-relevant data resides in the operational databases, but also in textfiles, web services or social networks.

To create a harmonized, integrated view on the heterogeneous data sources a **data integration layer** follows where so called Extract, Transform, Load (ETL)-tools foster the data extraction, integration and harmonization process. This is necessary since the data might vary in quality, includes inconsistencies, or differing codes and formats [CDN11].

The harmonized data is loaded into a so called **data warehouse** which mainly functions as a physical, integrated data repository and central point of ac-
cess. It is often implemented as a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) [CDN11]. As opposed to operational systems, a data warehouse rather focuses on topics than on processes. Harmonization, time-orientation and steadiness are additional typical characteristics. For further details on a data warehouse’s characteristics see [CG06].

From the data warehouse the data can be retrieved and processed by different analytical engines which form an additional data preparation layer. A frequently implemented analytical engine is the so called Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) engine that enables a multidimensional view on data. Multidimensionality means that multiple numeric key figures (also know as measures) can be analyzed along different dimensions (e.g. customers, products or regions). The multidimensionality is often allegorized as cubes where the dimensions build the textualized edges [CG06]. A dimension can be further characterized by a set of attributes that provide additional information.
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on selected dimensional members and can be used as filter criteria [JKK+11]. Furthermore, an aggregation of measures along different dimensions is possible with hierarchies on the dimensions. Each hierarchical level allows a different degree of aggregation.

There are multiple operations that are typically performed by an OLAP engine and exploit the multidimensionality. Here are some examples [JKK+11]:

- The slice operation is performed when one dimension is fixed to a certain member. With the dice operation multiple dimensions are fixed building a new, smaller cube. With the roll-up operation an aggregation to a higher level in the hierarchy is performed. Contrary, a drill-down operation breaks a measure’s values down to lower hierarchy levels.

Examples of other analytical engines that might be included in the data preparation layer are data mining engines, for pattern and predictive analysis, or text analytic engines for text analyses. Additional details about these engines are not further discussed here but are stated in [CDN11] or in [Ban06]. In general, as mentioned by [CDN11], the different analytical engines differ in the specialized functionalities they provide for different BI scenarios.

After the data has been processed it can be sent to multiple front-end applications that can range for example from spreadsheet applications, over specialized reporting and dashboarding tools, to enterprise portals applications [CDN11]. Through the front-end applications users send their data requests and consume the requested and processed data that is mapped to visualizations. In general two approaches to visual data analysis can be distinguished [Ban06]: standard reporting and ad-hoc reporting. In standard reporting data queries and the visualizations of data are predefined by experts allowing to analyze data from well-known perspectives and to distribute a common picture on data among multiple users (e.g. financial statements). In contrast ad-hoc reporting delivers the tools and functionalities that enable ordinary users and experts to select, navigate in and visualize data autonomously. Ad-hoc reporting is in the focus of this thesis.
2.2.3 How BI Data is Visualized

To close this chapter, some concrete graphic representations that might be applied in BI scenarios are shortly described in the following. From the almost infinite number of visualizations which has been paraphrased in [HBO10] with the term "visualization zoo" it is focused on some basic types of graphic representations.

As [PHP03] shows, information can be represented either as text or abstract pictorial representations. There is a smooth transition between both forms. Visualizations in BI are often a combination of textual and graphical elements. Pictorial representations used in BI can be distinguished into two major types [Fil09]: chart visualizations for quantitative, tabular data and graph-based visualizations for hierarchical or network data.

Chart Visualizations

As [Fil09] shows, dealing with quantitative data typically requires to make comparisons. The type of chart used is mainly determined by the type of comparison to be made. In figure 6 some basic types of charts and different types of comparisons are visualized based on the explanations made by [Zel96].

When percentages of a whole need to be visualized this might be realized with a pie chart. This is not only the main purpose of a pie chart but also the only purpose it can be used for [Zel96]. Because of that pie charts are a very restrictive type of visualization.

A more flexible type of graphic representation is the bar chart. In its horizontal form it is especially useful to compare the ranking order of single items or as a horizontal double bar chart it can be used to visualize how pairs of values correlate. In its vertical form, which is called a column chart in figure 6, it is used for time series comparisons or frequency distributions. Since the bars imply some magnitude due to its height, bar charts are well suited for data representing activities that are finalized in a period and start again in the next period when used to visualize time-series [Zel96].

Time-series and frequencies can also be visualized with a line chart. In [Mac86] it is emphasized that line charts require continuous data as a ba-
Figure 6: Basic chart types and types of comparisons [Fil09]

sis. Compared to a bar chart, a line chart rather emphasizes the development of values that are updated along multiple periods when used for time-series comparison [Zel96].

The last chart type introduced here is the scatter plot (or dot chart) which shows patterns in the correlation between two variables. This might not only include linear correlations as shown in figure 6 but also polynomial correlations and clusters [Fil09].

Graph-based Visualizations

Graph-based visualizations are used to visualize structures among data and have become a popular means of visual analysis in BI. According to [Bur09], one of the most prevalent representation is the node-link diagram (see figure 7). It can be intuitively interpreted as a set of nodes is connected by lines that represent some kind of relationship. However, the more nodes and the more links are displayed the harder it becomes to analyze the diagrams because of
Figure 7: Two different representations for the same graph: (left) node-link diagram; (right) matrix representation [Bur09], adapted

link crossings and seemingly vanishing level of detail (visual clutter).

Another type of graph representations is the matrix representation [Bur09] (see figure 7). Here the vertices are represented at both axes of a matrix. A marker at the intersection of both axes represents a link between elements. With this form of representation link crossing can be avoided and links can be displayed very clearly, though the doubled presence of an element at the different axes makes tracking paths in the graph difficult.

A so called space-filling visualization technique is the tree-map [Bur09]. An example is shown in figure 8. In contrast to the aforementioned visualizations tree-maps require hierarchical tree structures in the underlying data. In tree-maps rectangles form the vertices which are nested according to its sequence in the graph. [HMM00] depicts that the size of the boxes is significant for interpreting the visualizations as it displays certain attributes of the vertices or edges. According to [Bur09] tree-maps can be very effective to visualize the size of vertices but they are much more ineffective compared to e.g. node-link diagrams when analyzing the hierarchical structure of a graph.

The decision which type of visualization suits a BI scenario best depends on the expressiveness and effectiveness of the visual mappings. As defined by [Mac86], a mapping is expressive when it encodes all and only the facts in a
dataset of interest. Additionally it is effective when it supports the capabilities of the perceiver. Different visual attributes like color, position or area, for example, differ in their effectiveness to foster the perception of data with different scales of measurement [Mac86].

Selecting the most expressive and effective mappings from multiple possible mapping permutations is the challenge that is dealt with in the following chapters.
3 Why Semantics Could Help

3.1 Basic Idea of the Semantic Web

Speaking about semantics in information technology, it is often referred to Berners-Lee et al.’s famous article "The Semantic Web" from 2001 in which the authors elaborate on adding semantics to the world wide web [BLHL01]. [BLHL01] illustrate the problem that information on the web is created for human consumption rather than for being processed by machines or computers. This is confirmed by [BCT06] who speak of the Syntactic Web where computers carry out the information presentation and the human beings are in charge of the interpretation and identification of relevant bits of information. This might require a great effort to evaluate, classify and select relevant information and can be a demanding and time-consuming task for users.

As a solution [BLHL01] propose an extension of the traditional web to form a Semantic Web which allows the processing of web data for humans and machines equally enabling a better cooperation between humans and computers. The basic idea of the semantic web is to represent data in a machine-processable form where the data and its semantics can be processed simultaneously. According to [BLHL01] this can be realized through three different elements:

1. A possibility to uniquely identify things to avoid ambiguities.
2. A formal description of the meaning of things.
3. A shared understanding of things and relations among them.

Some well-established technologies to accomplish these elements are introduced in the following sections.

Coming to the question why semantic web technologies can be useful for visualization selection, it can be referred to [BCT06] who show that the application of semantic web technologies is not limited to the world wide web
itself. Software agents, for example, can leverage semantic web technologies to search for information, communicate with other software agents and compare information to provide adequate answers to users by taking the users’ tasks and preferences into account. This possibility is the starting point for the proposed semantic architecture in chapter 4 that enables visualization recommendations in BI scenarios.

3.2 The Unique Identification of Things

Due to the distributed nature of the (semantic) web it is necessary to make entities uniquely identifiable to avoid ambiguities when referencing them [JSS11]. Entities, which are also called resources, represent anything that has an identity, either digital (e.g. an electronic document or a service) or physical (e.g. a book) [BCT06]. Resources on the web are identified through a **Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)**. URIs are typically based on HTTP strings which in connection with the Domain Name System (DNS) allow a globally unique identification of domain names and hence resources [JSS11]. An internationalized form of an URI that allows to use a broader range of characters in the identifier is the Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) [JSS11].

3.3 Describing the Meaning of Things

URIs make referencing resources possible but they do not allow to express the meaning of them. To express the meaning of things the **Resource Description Framework (RDF)** has been established. RDF allows to make assertions that a particular thing has properties with certain values [BLHL01]. The assertions are also called **statements** and expressed as binary relations which can be represented as a set of triples in the form [Kly04]:

\[ \text{triple}(\text{subject}, \text{predicate}, \text{object}) \]
The **predicate** relates a resource, the **subject**, to another resource or to a characteristic value represented by a literal, the **object**.

A set of RDF triples form a directed **RDF graph** where the subjects and objects represent the nodes and the predicates the edges [Kly04]. An exemplary RDF graph is shown in figure 9 where the resource *Thesis* and its relation to the *Publication* resource and the *Creator* resource which has a defined name is illustrated. Such a visual graph notation enables humans to grasp the whole set of RDF data more easily. Though the graph notation does not allow automatic processing. Because of that multiple RDF serialization formats have been established. One of the most frequently used format is **RDF/XML** which serializes RDF in XML syntax [JSS11]. The following listing serializes the RDF triples visualized in figure 9 with the help of RDF/XML. The example shows how RDF can refer to defined resources by declaring the respective name space URIs (e.g. for Dublin Core\(^1\) or FOAF\(^2\)):

---

\(^1\)The Dublin Core vocabulary defines concepts to describe documents or Internet resources, [http://dublincore.org/](http://dublincore.org/)

3.4 A Shared Understanding of the Meaning of Things

RDF alone is universally applicable allowing users to describe resources in their own vocabulary. Because of that two different identifiers might be used for in fact the same type of object [BLHL01]. To overcome the differences in terminology ontologies are specified which represent a joint point of view on the terms used to describe an area of knowledge [JSS11].

3.4.1 Ontologies

Ontologies originate from philosophy where they are used to categorize existing objects according to their characteristics in so called category systems [BCT06]. In informatics ontologies have become a famous means of knowledge formalization to make it machine-processable. A frequently cited definition that is based on [Gru93] and has been redefined in [SBF98] is the following:

"An ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization"
The term *conceptualization* in the definition above describes an abstract, simplified view of the world that needs to be represented for some purpose [Gru93]. *Explicit* means that it must be clearly defined [BCT06] and *shared* emphasizes that it represents some consensus between different parties [JSS11]. Going further, an ontology represents the knowledge of a domain, where a set of concepts and their relationships are formally defined by a vocabulary [BCT06]. Ontologies typically define subconcept relationships among objects. Depending on the ontology language used to formalize the ontology, properties, value restrictions on properties, disjointness relations and specific logical relationship like cardinality restrictions can be defined [AvH04]. Some more complex ontologies also define inference rules that can be used to infer new knowledge from data [BLHL01].

Ontologies greatly differ in structure, size, scope and purpose [JSS11]. Therefore, next to pure application **domain ontologies**, there are **core ontologies** which formalize specific fields that span multiple application domains (e.g. web services) and **foundational ontologies** that model very basic and general concepts which are typically referenced in other ontologies. This implies that multiple ontologies can be interconnected to form knowledge networks [JSS11]. In this way the reusability of knowledge that has already been formalized is supported.

### 3.4.2 Ontology Languages

To formalize ontologies different languages have been established that are basically based on description logics and logic programming. RDFS and OWL, which are according to [JSS11] the core languages of ontology modeling in the semantic web, are shortly introduced in the following. As shown by [AvH04], ontology languages must have a well-defined syntax that allows to make them machine-processable at all, as well as precise formal semantics and they must support reasoning efficiently. The latter two are ipso facto realized by mapping ontology languages to the mentioned logical formalism which can be evaluated by reasoners.
RDF Schema (RDFS)

RDF Schema (RDFS) provides the means to define classes, properties and hierarchies of classes and properties that can add predefined semantics to RDF statements [BCT06]. The type of a resource is defined by a class. Properties define types of relationships [JSS11]. Resources referenced in RDF statements can be explicitly defined as an instance of an RDFS class [AvH04]. Additionally RDFS can be used to define the domain and range of properties [JSS11]. The domain of a property defines a designated class the property applies to and the range indicates the values a property can attain. As opposed to the object-oriented programming philosophy, properties in RDFS are not encapsulated to a specific class but can be reused in different contexts [AvH04].

Web Ontology Language (OWL)

RDFS as an ontology language is limited to the class and property hierarchies and the range and domain definitions mentioned previously. As shown by [AvH04], this is not sufficient to model all real world phenomena. Some drawbacks of RDFS are for example the missing cardinality restrictions on properties or the missing possibilities to define disjoint classes or special characteristics of properties like transitivity or uniqueness [AvH04]. Therefore, the Web Ontology Language (OWL) has been established which is more expressive and can be used to define richer semantics than it is possible with RDFS. Basically an OWL ontology is a collection of RDF tuples that use special OWL vocabulary. For example, in OWL two types of properties are distinguished. If the range of a property is an individual of a class, properties are called object properties. If it represents a datatype value (e.g. an RDF literal) it is called a datatype property [BCT06]. Although these types of range values can be distinguished in RDFS as well, the terms object property and datatype property are only defined in OWL. An overview of OWL terms and their semantics is provided in [MvH04]. Next to OWL terms, OWL ontologies also use vocabulary defined in the RDFS namespace.

Ontologies play a key role to formalize the BI and visualization relevant knowledge within the architecture model introduced in the next chapter.
4 A Semantic Architecture for Visualization in BI

At the beginning of this chapter existing approaches to incorporate semantic technologies into BI systems and visualization systems are introduced. Based on the different approaches and the basics explained in chapters 2 and 3 the requirements for an integrated architecture that adds semantics to the visualization process in BI environments are depicted. Afterwards a possible architecture with its components and interfaces is introduced.

4.1 Related Work

4.1.1 BI and Semantics

4.1.1.1 Overview

There are different examples in literature where the potential of connecting BI with semantic technologies is exploited. The related work can be categorized into one of the following - to some extent overlapping - research areas:

1. Connecting structured and unstructured data
2. Connecting different BI system based on a semantic middleware
3. Overcoming the restrictions imposed by current data warehouse systems
4. Generating and using metadata about analytical processes and results

One of the first attempts to integrate structured and unstructured data in a BI environment using semantic web technology was initiated by [PP03]. In their work the authors build up an ontology that describes an enterprise-wide data model which is used by an enterprise knowledge portal to access quantitative data warehouse data as well as qualitative document data as a single point...
of entry. The proposed system supports performing OLAP operations and simultaneously querying for relevant document data.

A similar focus has been laid in [Haa08] where it is examined how structured data in data warehouses and unstructured data from content management systems could be integrated based on their semantics. The author discusses how already existing ontologies from knowledge management and newly created ontologies on data warehousing could be integrated and how a concept for semantic navigation on the integrated ontology could look like. Both approaches do not take any visualization aspects into account but purely focus on data integration and navigation aspects.

Considering the integration aspect [KMvM03] goes further by stating the problem of the missing integration between existing decision support systems in enterprises not only from a physical data integration point of view but also from a logical business point of view. They more focus on the integration in the application layer than in the data layer. Because of that the authors propose a so called Corporate Knowledge Center as an application that utilizes semantic metadata on business terminology as well as technological terminology for integration purposes.

A very similar approach is taken by the authors of [SKGS08] who explicitly speak of a semantic middleware for integrating data from heterogeneous information systems and simultaneously providing a shared logical data model in form of a business level ontology. However, compared to [KMvM03], [SKGS08] does not focus the integration aspects but emphasizes the importance of improving information self-service capabilities for business users. The ordinary business user, typically technically unskilled, who needs easy data access and a possibility to create queries flexibly based on business terminology is brought into focus. With their work the authors propose an architecture that addresses the problem of static queries defined by IT experts. Moreover, they also state the problem of static, predefined reports but they do not cover visualization aspects in their work.

Utilizing business ontologies as done by [KMvM03] and [SKGS08] has become a common approach in semantic BI research. Business ontologies that
incorporate the business-related vocabulary within an enterprise are an essential part of the Enterprise Metadata Repository (EMR) as proposed by [ISN08]. According to [ISN08] missing metadata is one of the main reasons for the restrictions imposed by current data warehouse systems e.g. poor data quality or inflexible data queries.

As shown by [O'N07] the business semantics modeled in business ontologies do not only include terminology but also assumptions, definitions, business rules and background information for the business an enterprise is operating in. This is internalized by [XYL+07] where an architecture that allows users to model analysis requirements using concepts available in the business ontology is introduced. The system automatically creates data marts fitting these requirements after little intervention of IT experts. Thus the data modeling tasks are shifted from the IT experts to the business users.

[SdSB+08] proposes the so called Semantic Business Intelligence (SBI) framework that combines BI with additional (business) semantics to not only integrate heterogeneous data sources but also enable improved search and navigation functionalities on the data, filter multidimensional data based on their semantics, incorporate business rules when analyzing the data and automatically propose suitable additional advanced query possibilities. The authors have already enhanced their framework by adding functionalities for automatic query rewriting and a question answering functionality based on natural language input [SCdSG12]. In the next section SBI’s components are described in more detail as its main ideas are integrated in the later proposed architecture model.

All the aforementioned approaches have in common that they aim at a more flexible, user-oriented way of data analysis. Though, here too, visualization aspects are not explicitly mentioned.

The CUBIST prototype that has been referred to in the introduction of this thesis also focuses on the integration of structured and unstructured data sources in a common semantic data warehouse which is implemented with a triple store [CUB10]. CUBIST does not build on OLAP but on Formal Concept Analysis as a novel means of data analysis. In contrast to the aforementioned work it explicitly aims at providing novel ways of visual analysis
through multiple types of graphic representations in a single tool. Nevertheless, the users felt overcharged by the system’s functionalities to some degree during the system evaluation [SD03]. System support guiding users in the selection of visualizations is missing, nor does CUBIST incorporate business semantics.

Another direction of using semantics in BI is shown in [Baa06] and [MTA09] that elaborate on how semantic metadata can be employed to document analysis processes and their results for improving the traceability of decision making processes. As this is a rather superordinate task not in the focus of this thesis, it is not further discussed here.

4.1.1.2 The SBI Architecture

Despite the visualization process is a blackbox in [SdSB+08]’s Semantic Business Intelligence (SBI) framework, its main components are shortly introduced as they are essential for the later proposed architecture model. For more details on how the different components work and interact see [SdSB+08] or [SCdSG+12].
As shown in figure 10 on the previous page the SBI architecture comprises different ontologies and functional components:

- **Domain Ontology**
  The domain ontology formalizes the business semantics necessary to annotate the underlying data sources. As mentioned earlier the business semantics not only include the business terminology but also relations, rules and logical expressions which allow semantic drill down or slicing on OLAP cubes and enriching requested data with further details through inferencing mechanisms.

- **BI Ontology**
  For performing queries on possibly heterogeneous data sources a BI ontology is used to describe how the data is organized in the data sources and how such data can be mapped to concepts described in the domain ontology.
  The BI ontology consists of two parts: the OLAP concepts and Information Sources concepts. The **OLAP concepts**, like *Dimension* or *Measure*, allow an abstraction from the data sources and semantic drill and slice operations. The **Information Sources concepts** represent the data sources’ structures (e.g. table fields) and map these structures to concepts in the domain ontology.

- **Query Manager**
  Through the query manager the OLAP tools access the heterogeneous data sources based on a XML-based protocol. The query manager hides the data sources’ complexity from analytical tools by translating the data requests into queries that are performed on the different, corresponding data sources. The OLAP concepts included in a data request sent by the OLAP engines are translated into XML messages and the ontology manager retrieves additional information required from the BI and domain ontology.

- **Ontology Manager**
  As mentioned above the ontology manager is used to retrieve information from the ontologies to formulate and if necessary semantically
enhance data requests with data inferred by a reasoner. It retrieves
details about the data sources to be accessed like table names or field
definitions using concepts defined in the domain and BI ontology. Fur-
thermore, it is used to manipulate the BI ontology.

4.1.2 Visualization and Semantics

4.1.2.1 Overview

As with combining semantics and BI several attempts to add semantics to the
visualization process can be found in literature. However, the related work
introduced here is not tied to BI scenarios but goes into a rather application
domain independent direction.

Most of the work tackles the problems that expert visualization knowledge
is required to visualize data adequately and that it is not formalized in a
machine-processable form. To face these challenges several approaches to
building up a Visualization Ontology (VO) have emerged.

An early work that does not only speak of a taxonomy for visualization (as
introduced in chapter 2.1.3) but explicitly ask for the use of an ontology and
semantic technologies in the visualization process was published by [DBD04].
The authors state different areas that would benefit from a shared VO: col-
laboration processes between users and systems, the discovery and compo-
sition of services, the documentation of analytic processes and education in
visualization. They repeatedly emphasize that a VO provides a common vo-
cabulary for the communication between users and/or systems. Based on
the areas mentioned the authors identify concepts for data, processes, users,
tasks, goals and visual representations as necessary to be included in a VO.
Despite [DBD04] elaborates on the necessity of a generally available VO it is
not explained how the ontology could be implemented and used in specific
scenarios.

As already suggested by [DBD04], a VO might be used to provide a for-
mal specification for discovering visualization services. [SAR08] captures
this idea by proposing a VO for describing the interfaces to visualization
services. Their ontology is based on concepts proposed in [DBD04] as well as other existing visualization taxonomies (e.g. [TM04]) enhanced with further semantics. The authors explicitly emphasize that their VO does not capture all knowledge about the visualization domain but only includes concepts necessary for the formal, machine-readable specification of visualization services. As opposed to [DBD04], the ontology in [SAR08] has been implemented prototypically and used in a portal for the discovery of best-matching visualization services. The application basically uses descriptions for the available visualization services made of terms from the VO and the possibility for users to request the services using the VO terms.

[GSGC08] introduces an architecture called SemViz that uses several ontologies and ontology mapping to automatically visualize data from the web. The authors describe how data can be mapped to visualization parameters automatically. They speak of a Visual Representation Ontology to capture the semantics of graphical representations. Furthermore, they introduce a Domain Ontology to formalize the subject area and a Semantic Bridging Ontology that is used to reduce the number of mapping permutations between domain and visualization concepts by storing expert knowledge about how different subject domains can be effectively mapped to certain visual representations. The automatic creation of visualizations is realized with a mapping algorithm utilizing the parameters stored in the ontologies. The proposed architecture rather focuses on how to map data to a specific, pre-defined kind of graphic representation than supporting the selection of the most appropriate type of visualization at first. It is not described how the type of visualization is selected nor are additional parameters like the user or his tasks considered.

The importance of a domain conceptualization is also stated in [Fil09] where the author elaborates on visualization in semantic information systems. Like done by [SAR08], the author proposes a service-oriented visualization architecture that relies on semantic metadata. The author emphasizes that enriching visualization services with semantic descriptions is a way to fully automatize the generation of visualizations. To realize that an ontology is used as a bridge between so called Ontological Visualization Pattern (OVP) and
domain conceptualizations. If the OVP and the domain concepts are assigned to the same concepts in the ontology, the OVP is recommended as a suitable visualization for the respective domain data. The OVP is a specification of different visual objects and the meaning of their composition in a visualization. [Fil09] repeatedly emphasizes that several factors next to domain concepts and visual concepts need to be considered in the visualization process like the user’s skills, his task or the data but the author does not elaborate on how to integrate these aspects nor did he prove his ontology concept in an implementation.

The previous work has shown that different factors play a role when it comes to enriching the visualization process with semantic data. As a last approach the so called Visualization Ontology (VISO) by [VP11] is introduced that captures many ideas included in the aforementioned work and puts them all together in a unified VO. The authors intended to create a VO that formalizes the various aspects mentioned in the different publications on information visualization. Their ontology is already partly published on the web and accessible via URI1. VISO consists of seven main modules each formalizing another aspect of visualization (see figure 11). The modules are introduced in more detail in the following section as VISO plays a key role in the later proposed architecture for visualization in BI. According to the authors, VISO might be used for classifying visualization components, its formalized knowledge is a basis for (semi-)automatic visualization systems and it is a starting point for an ongoing formalization, alignment and unification of knowledge in the visualization community. In different papers it has been shown how VISO can be leveraged in practice as well as in science. For example, in [VPG12] it is explained how VISO can foster context-aware visualization recommendation or in [VPM12] VISO is the foundation for an interactive, user-driven information visualization workflow.

4.1.2.2 The Modular VISO Ontology

The following descriptions of VISO’s seven modules visualized in figure 11 on the following page are based on the explanations in [VP11] and [VPG12]:

1See VISO main module at http://purl.org/viso/.
• **Data**

The concepts in the Data module describe the data to be visualized. Next to concepts that characterize the data structure, i.e. entities and their relations, concepts that describe the data characteristics, e.g. the scale of measurement or cardinality, are included. The data module concepts are linked to the *Visual Attribute* concept in the Graphic module. Thus data attributes are mapped to visual elements and properties in graphic representations.

• **Graphic**

In the Graphic module the semantics of graphical representations are formalized. The single elements of a graphic representation, e.g. color or shape, are formalized with the *Visual Attribute* concept. Concrete visualizations constitute instances of the formalized concepts. The concepts in the Graphic module are used to define the visualization knowledge in the Facts module and might be used for annotating visualization components.

• **Activity**

In the Activity module the activity a user performs is formalized. Certain graphic representations as defined in the Graphic module support certain activities particularly.
• **User**
  In the User module the user’s preferences and level of knowledge is formalized. Preferences might exist regarding different graphic representations or are naturally imposed by the user’s visual capabilities.

• **System**
  The System module is used to describe the system and device context including input and output devices and user interface components. The System module might be used to annotate visualization components with its system requirements (e.g. minimal display resolution or suitable input devices for interaction).

• **Domain**
  As many visualizations are domain-specific, domain concepts are formalized in the Domain module. A data variable defined with a concept from the Data module might has a specific domain assignment.

• **Facts**
  In the Facts module expert visualization knowledge from the visualization community is formalized in form of rules. The rules specify which graphic representations or graphic attributes are preferable when visualizing certain kind of data in a certain context. The rules are build of conditions that are mapped to the different concepts in the VISO modules.

### 4.2 Architecture Requirements

From the previous chapters and the previous section different functional and non-functional requirements can be formulated for a basic architecture that assists users in the selection of visualizations in BI environments. The requirements listed in the following make no claim to be complete for a real implementation of the proposed architecture. They should rather be seen as a minimal set of requirements. The concretion of single functionalities and possible enhancements formulated in chapter 6.2 will lead to additional, more precise requirements.
Functional Requirements

FR1 The architecture includes a functionality to automatically make visualization recommendations in form of rated data-to-visualization mappings based on expert visualization knowledge.

FR2 The visualization recommendations are sent to the responsible visualization engine in a machine-processable form.

FR3 For the recommendation process expert visualization knowledge is available in a machine-processable form.

FR4 Next to the user’s activities, system capabilities, user capabilities and preferences, domain information, the data requested and information on the visualizations available are incorporated in the recommendation process.

FR5 Knowledge necessary to formalize the different factors influencing the visualization process are available in a machine-processable form.

FR6 Functionalities to formalize the different factors per use case scenario exist.

FR7 Data can be accessed from multiple, possibly heterogeneous data sources.

FR8 Data requests can be formulated in business terms rather than technical terms. A translation within the architecture is performed automatically.

FR9 The architecture supports OLAP as a method of analytical data processing.

Non-Functional Requirements

NR1 The visualization recommendation process is performed transparently for the user. The user is not required (but allowed) to interfere or have any visualization domain knowledge.

NR2 Knowledge already formalized in form of ontologies is reused in the architecture.
The formalized, referred knowledge is (locally) adjustable and enhanceable.

The architecture is modularly designed to allow changes and enhancements to single components.

The architecture is flexible regarding changing technology standards.

The connected data sources can be flexibly exchanged.

The architecture minimizes redundant functionalities necessary for data request processing and visualization recommendation through synergies.

4.3 Considerations Regarding the Integration of Existing Models

Following this section an architecture that adds semantics to the visualization process in a BI environment is introduced. The proposed architecture reuses and integrates basic ideas of existing models introduced in section 4.1.

The integration approach is chosen due to several reasons:

- As BI environments are typically characterized by a complex set of multiple, integrated tools, reusing an existing framework allows to concentrate on the visualization relevant aspects.

- The semantic approaches to visualization in section 4.1 have a generic, application domain independent character. Thus reusing them in the BI domain should be possible.

- By reusing several components that are already conceptualized and (partly) implemented a certain degree of stability and technical feasibility can be expected.

- Cost and time benefits might be exploited when the architecture is implemented and further enhanced.
The VISO modules introduced in 4.1.2.2 are reused in the proposed architecture to formalize visualization knowledge. VISO is preferable to the other ontologies and frameworks introduced due to the following reasons:

- Amongst the introduced frameworks VISO delivers the broadest view on the visualization relevant factors and interconnections between these factors.

- The knowledge gained through long lasting research by numerous researchers is formalized and summarized in VISO including knowledge gained through the other frameworks introduced in this thesis. Thus a certain degree of reliability on the knowledge formalized is possible.

- Next to concepts for formalizing the visualization relevant factors VISO also embeds expert visualization knowledge. Therefore, it can be considered as a single-point-of-truth.

- The ontology is partly implemented and publicly available. It is implemented with the OWL standard which fosters the reuse and enhancement.

- The modular composition makes it easier to enhance or adjust VISO for BI specific needs if necessary.

For the BI and data retrieval part basic ideas of the SBI framework are reused. There are several reasons why SBI is preferred to other semantic and non-semantic BI approaches (see [SdSB+08] and [SCdSG+12] for reference):

- Comparing SBI to traditional, non-semantic BI approaches (see 2.2.2) it delivers a framework that already adds semantics to the data sources and query engines. This would be an additional step when combining VISO with traditional, non-semantic BI architectures.

- SBI combines the localization with the exploration of data. In comparison to other semantic BI approaches it not only considers the semantic annotation of data sources but also integrates business semantics to foster the analytical query process.
• The original SBI framework has already been enhanced with a new user interface approach that allows natural language input combined with an automatic question-answering approach. Alternatively SBI can be used with rather traditional selection-oriented interfaces. This shows the extensibility and flexibility of the framework.

• SBI has already been implemented. The ontologies and interfaces are based on standards like XML, RDF or OWL. This makes it easier to be reused.

So far visualization is a blackbox in the SBI architecture. Selecting and building graphic representations of the data is a manual task for the user. At this point SBI is enhanced with VISO to bridge the gap between the semantic information retrieval process already implemented and the information visualization process.

Reusing existing frameworks also imposes some restrictions. On the one hand the SBI framework only considers OLAP methods and terms. Using other analytical methods with the framework requires additional conceptual and implementation effort. Furthermore, today it is almost impossible to find enterprises that have not already implemented some kind of BI technologies [CDN11]. Reinvestment considerations might prevent companies from replacing already implemented, proven BI functionalities with new technologies proposed in the SBI framework.

On the other hand VISO might be too complex for the intended purpose of selection support as VISO tries to formalize every aspect related to the visualization domain and it is intended to be generically reusable, e.g. for education or documentation purposes. Thus many concepts defined within the VISO modules will exist but never be used in the defined context.
4.4 The Architecture Model - An Integration Approach

4.4.1 Overview

In the following a unified architecture that integrates and enhances several notions from the SBI framework and the modules of VISO is introduced. The following explanations abstract from a concrete technology stack necessary to implement the architecture. Instead the meaning of the different architectural components and their role in the visualization recommendation process in a BI scenario are explained. The architecture is visualized in figure 12 on the next page. It is described in more detail in this and the following sections.

Figure 12 depicts that the architecture model basically consists of two main parts: the BI layers and the semantic components. Though using a semantic middle layer is a common approach to integrate semantic technologies in BI environments (see 4.1.1), the semantic components part has not been conceptualized as an additional BI layer but is spanning all layers. This decision has been made to make the semantic components accessible from all the BI layers. Only thus it is possible to realize a semantically driven end-to-end analytic process starting with sending the data using business terminology, ending with visualizing the data based on the semantics of the concrete scenario (e.g. the user activities or system information). However, in figure 12 on the following page the semantic components container (a logical construct summarizing the different components) is also depicted in between the lower BI layers to emphasize that data retrieval is performed via the semantic components.

Next to the architectural components different types of flows are visible in the architecture model in figure 12. The information flow comprises all flows of data necessary to retrieve and visualize the actual data to be analyzed from the underlying data sources. Its main function is to control the data flow and provide meta information for the semantic components. The actual data flow occurs only between the different BI layers. There are also information flows
between the different functional modules in the semantic components. For simplification reason they are omitted in figure 12.

4.4.2 The BI Layers

In the architecture three different BI layers based on the traditional layered data warehouse architecture as introduced in section 2.2.2 are distinguished. These are the layers bottom-up:
1. Data Layer

2. Analysis Layer

3. Presentation Layer

The layers are presented from a visualization point of view. Because of that only components relevant for visualization are included in figure 12 on the previous page. In the following sections the layers are presented bottom-up as each layer depends on the functionalities provided by its subjacent layer concerning the flow of data.

4.4.2.1 Data Layer

The data layer comprises all data sources that should be accessed during data analysis. In the proposed model there is no distinction between a data source layer, an ETL layer and a separate data warehousing layer as opposed to traditional BI architectures. There are several reasons for this design decision:

First of all for visualization it is rather less important where the data comes from than what kind of data regarding structure and data properties has to be visualized.

Second in times of increasing amounts of data from multiple sources - often subsumed as Big Data - there are efforts to seamlessly integrate different data sources and reduce the movement of data through explicit transformation stages.

Thirdly a single integrated data layer annotated with semantic information offers a pure business-oriented view on data without the need to consider the technical restrictions imposed by different types of data sources.

Thus explicit data source and transformation layers are not modeled in this architecture which does not imply that integrating ETL processes is not necessary anymore but it is not focused in this visualization oriented architecture.

Exemplary different types of data sources ranging from a data warehouse, a RDBMS, texts or web services have been included in the model showing that the semantic visualization architecture might be used to visualize data from different sources. However, in some BI environments different data sources might not be analyzed in parallel but are integrated into a common data
warehouse before data analysis takes place. Despite the horizontal order of the data sources in figure 12 on page 42 the usage of a vertical data integration process is not excluded by the proposed architecture. The data layer would be split up further in that case.

4.4.2.2 Analysis Layer

The second BI layer is the analysis layer. Here the OLAP engine is included which is responsible for data preparation and analysis before the data is sent to the visualization engine. The OLAP engine takes a query sent by the user and retrieves the data as requested from the underlying multidimensional data model. Other BI analysis methods, like data mining and graph-processing engines, are not explicitly visualized in figure 12 but would be placed in the analysis layer as well. In the proposed architecture the OLAP engine does not directly send the data request to the data sources but uses a query manager as part of the semantic components to retrieve the data (see section 4.4.3.2). In figure 12 on page 42 this is symbolized by the logical information flow. Using the semantic module as an intermediate component, data can be requested using business terminology rather than technical terms. The necessary translation is performed within the semantic components.

4.4.2.3 Presentation Layer

The third layer, the presentation layer, is the interface to the user and comprises the analytical tools for data analysis. The analytical tools integrate the visualization engine, the visualization components and the actual User Interface.

The visualization engine takes the data delivered by the analysis layer, transforms and maps it to the visualization components available. The visualization components represent the different graphic representations (e.g. bar charts, line charts) or combinations of those which are available in the selected analytical tool. The mapping and transformation process is based on the recommendations provided by the recommender module of the semantic components. At this point the user gets in touch with the visualization
selection support provided by the system. In an ad-hoc reporting scenario a user does not need to select the most appropriate graphic representations to visualize the data on his own but is provided with visualization recommendations by the system.

Via the User Interface (UI) a user sends a request to the analysis layer and selects a graphic representation of the requested data as recommended by the system. It is also used to navigate and interact with the graphic representations after initial visualization has taken place. The UI design is not restricted to a certain design pattern.

Depending on the particular BI environment the analytical tool might not only be part of the presentation layer but also include (parts of) the analysis modules. For the proposed architecture it has been decided to show the analytical tool in the presentation layer only. This should prevent the supposition that complex tools unifying visualization and data analysis are required for adding semantics to the BI visualization process. In general the analytical tool should rather be seen as a logical unit than a single software tool as its components are not necessarily implemented locally but might be composed of different distributed resources (e.g. a web UI or analytical web services).

### 4.4.3 The Semantic Components

The semantic components constitute the second main part of the proposed architecture. They comprise a knowledge base and different functional modules.

#### 4.4.3.1 Knowledge Base

In the knowledge base all knowledge required for visualization recommendation and data querying is formalized in form of ontologies. The knowledge base has different roles in the architecture model:

- It is used for annotating (heterogeneous) data sources in the data layer regarding the structure of the data and its business meaning.
• It enables the annotation of the available visualization components in the presentation layer to realize the automated recommendation of most suitable visualizations in a certain situation.

• It is a shared knowledge repository for the different functional modules. As such it provides access to formalized knowledge as a basis for the functional modules to work. Furthermore, it builds the connection between the different modules to interact.

To distinguish between the knowledge base elements and the functional modules, the different knowledge base elements are called "ontologies" hereafter.

For the visualization part the seven ontologies introduced by VISO (see 4.1.2.2) are included in the knowledge base: the Data, Graphic, Activity, User, System, Domain, and Facts ontology. For the data query part the BI and Data ontology proposed in the SBI architecture (see 4.1.1.2) are integrated in the architecture model. The basic ideas behind these ontologies as described in the referenced sections apply for the integrated architecture as well. The following abstract elaborates on special tasks in the integrated model.

The Activity, the Domain, and the Data ontology are shared ontologies used to formalize visualization as well as BI knowledge. Because of that they all are colored equally in figure 12 on page 42. Concepts from within the BI ontology are mapped to the Data ontology as both serve the annotation of the underlying data. Thus the formalized knowledge about data from a visualization as well as a data analysis point of view is maintained and intersections are exploited via mapping. The detailed mapping is explained in section 4.6.1.

The concepts modeled in the System, the User and the Activity ontology constitute the context of visualization. Therefore they are all marked with the same texture in figure 12. They allow the provision of adequate visualizations depending on the situation the data analysis and consequently the visualization process take place [VP11]. Compared to the remaining ontologies they formalize rather volatile factors which might differ case-by-case and influence the visualization process.
4.4.3.2 Functional Modules

Next to the knowledge base the architecture model in figure 12 on page 42 depicts several functional modules included in the semantic components part of the architecture:

- Query Manager
- Ontology Manager
- Activity Manager
- Context Manager
- Component Manager
- Recommender

These modules are the active parts in the semantic components architecture which implement reasoning functionalities. They mainly function as a bridge between the data and processes in the BI layers and the knowledge stored in the knowledge base. Information delivered by the BI layers is annotated in the functional modules with visualization and data analysis relevant semantic data. The thereby identified individuals, concept assignments and relations build the foundation where query and visualization recommendation proposals are based on.

The roles and functionalities of the different functional modules can be described as follows:

**Query Manager**

The Query Manager in the proposed architecture model has the same functionalities as the corresponding module in the SBI framework. It mainly abstracts from heterogeneous data sources in the data layer, takes over requests sent by the analysis engines and retrieves semantic metadata from the knowledge base via the Ontology Manager. For more details on the functionalities see section 4.1.1.2. The Query Manager does not directly access the knowledge base but uses the Ontology manager as an intermediary. Thus the complexity of the Query Manager is reduced and existing interfaces to the knowledge base in the Ontology Manager are exploited.
Ontology Manager

The idea of an Ontology Manager is taken from the SBI framework as well. It retrieves information from the BI ontology and the Domain ontology which is sent to the Query Manager. See section 4.1.1.2 for details about its functionalities in the SBI context. As the Domain ontology is part of VISO and the SBI framework, the ontology manager is also responsible for the union of domain concepts and their relations required for visualization and semantic OLAP operations. This requires the Ontology Manager to act as a control instance. As such it would be conceivable to manage the remaining knowledge base ontologies through the Ontology Manager as well. Contrary it would also be possible to renounce the idea of a dedicated ontology manager and include its functionalities in the other functional modules. For the proposed architecture model it has been decided to bunch ontology maintenance and controlling tasks in a separate module for keeping the other modules as simple as possible and to avoid redundant functionalities in different modules. For managing the knowledge base via the Ontology Manager an information flow from the presentation layer to the Ontology Manager would be necessary as well. This has not been visualized in figure 12 on page 42 as administrative task regarding the ontologies are not in the focus of this architecture.

Activity Manager

The Activity Manager is responsible for the categorization and annotation of the data analysis activities performed by the user. It retrieves information about the activities through an interface to the analytical tool as well as through an internal interface to the Query Manager. The Query Manager interface is necessary as many OLAP operations map to activities performed by the user (see section 4.6.2). Depending on the level of structure the UI offers (e.g. filtering might be possible through check box selections vs. the necessity to derive filters from natural language input) the source of information about the performed activities differs. The Activity Manager uses the knowledge stored in the Activity ontology of the knowledge base to annotate the activities. Depending on which kind of concept individuals are identified
by the Activity Manager, different visualization proposals are made in the Recommender module.

Context Manager

The Context Manager is responsible for identifying concept individuals representing the context of every single data analysis situation. For that purpose different interfaces to the presentation layer are required through which information about the user and the system can be delivered. In the proposed architecture the Context Manager annotates the data about the user and system with knowledge stored in the User and System ontologies. As mentioned in the previous section about the knowledge base, information about the activities also belong to the contextual information in the visualization process. As the activities performed in a BI scenario can be considered as even more volatile than user preferences and system characteristics, it has been decided to include a separate module for activity annotation in the architecture model. However, when implementing a system based on the architecture model the Activity and Context Manager modules might be considered as a unified module as well. This design decision is primarily based on the level of complexity desired in a single module and the point of time a functionality should be invoked. Due to its less volatile character system and context annotation might be performed in the background when a user logs on to the system before actual data analysis takes place.

Component Manager

The Component Manager is responsible for annotating all available visualization components. For that purpose the concrete available graphic representations and its visual attributes are mapped to the concepts implemented in the Graphic ontology. Thus descriptions of all available visualizations are made available for visualization recommendation. The formalized visualization component descriptions are accessed by the Recommender module.
**Recommender**

The Recommender module is the actual module responsible for visualization recommendation for the data requested by the user. The Recommender accesses the conceptualizations and individuals’ information provided through the aforementioned functional modules and sets it into relation with the rules stored in the Facts ontology. An algorithm implemented in the Recommender module is used to discover and rank most suitable graphic representations. The rankings and recommendations are sent to the visualization engine.

### 4.5 User Request Processing - Visualization Recommendation

In the following the procedure how a user request is processed within the architecture and how visualization recommendations are made is introduced. The process can be divided into two parts visualized in figure 13: (1) Annotation and Conceptualization and (2) Visualization Recommendation.

For the user both parts are transparent. The user logs on to the system, sends a data request and gets a recommendation for suitable graphic representations of the data requested.

![Figure 13: Two-step process of request processing](image)

#### 4.5.1 Annotation and Conceptualization

In the annotation and conceptualization part all elements that define a BI scenario are formalized. The following steps take place during or before a user sends his data request:

1. Before any user request is sent, the annotation of all available visualizations takes place. For this purpose RDF triples describing the graphic
representations and its attributes are generated by the **Component Manager** employing concepts from the **Graphic ontology**. If the visualization components do not provide meta information themselves the annotation process is a manual tasks for system administrators necessary to be performed when the visualization components change. Adequate user interfaces to access the Component Manager are necessary in that case.

2. Information on the user and system might be formalized as soon as a user logs on to the system. The system must provide adequate metadata (see 4.6.3) via defined interfaces which is utilized by the **Context Manager** to formulate RDF triples. The **User** and **System** ontologies are referred to.

3. As soon as the user’s data request is sent to the analysis layer, the **Query Manager** is invoked. The Query Manager asks the **Ontology Manager** for information on the relevant data sources. The communication between the Query Manager and the Ontology Manager is based on XML messages. The Ontology Manager retrieves the necessary information from the **BI** and **Domain** ontology and sends it back to the Query Manager, which in turn formulates adequate requests (e.g. in SQL) on the respective data sources.

Simultaneously meta information on the data requested is formalized in RDF triples. Due to a mapping between the **BI** and **Data** ontologies (see 4.6.1) the requested BI terms are automatically translated into terms within the Data ontology.

4. The last conceptualization step is performed by the **Activity Manager**. It retrieves information from the selected UI elements, if available, and from the Query Manager to formalize the activities the user performs (see 4.6.2). The concepts stored in **Activity** ontology are referenced.

After all annotation and conceptualization steps have been performed, a bunch of RDF statements that describe a specific BI scenario is available. The RDF triples are formalized in a RDF/XML syntax to make them machine-processable. Now the actual visualization recommendation takes place.
4.5.2 Visualization Recommendation

There are two aspects that need to be considered when requested data is mapped to specific types of visualizations and their graphic elements according to the information visualization process introduced in section 2.1.2:

1. Does the mapping of a scenario’s data to a visualization satisfy the functional requirements imposed by the data?

2. How effective is the mapping to certain visualizations with regard to factual visualization knowledge, the user’s information needs, context and domain of interest?

To cover both aspects the visualization recommendation is performed in a two-step approach that follows the general ideas stated in [VPG12]. The following procedure is performed by the Recommender module within the proposed architecture:

**Step 1: Discovery of Suitable Mappings**

In the first step suitable mappings are discovered. The mapping procedure comprises two parts:

First a mapping on the data structure level is performed. It is checked whether the general data structure as well as the number and type of data variables can be satisfied with a certain graphic representation.

In a second step, if the data structure mapping is successful, it is checked whether the semantics of the data variables, e.g. the scale of measurement or data type, can be satisfied.

For both parts the RDF statements about the available visualizations and the data requested that have been formulated in the annotation and conceptualization part are now referenced and mapped semantically to discover suitable mappings.

**Step 2: Ranking of Mappings**

After suitable mappings have been discovered in step one, they are sorted for their effectiveness afterwards.
For that purpose different rules that allow to assign an effectiveness rating (i.e. a numerical value) to elements of a mapping proposal are implemented in the Facts ontology of the architecture’s knowledge base. The rules are composed of a condition using concepts defined in the knowledge base and a relation defined by a subproperty of the data property has_effectiveness_ranking that assigns a numerical value as a ranking. Higher values imply higher effectiveness.

\[ < \text{condition}; \text{has\_effectiveness\_ranking}; \text{"value"} > \]

As soon as a condition is met, the rating goes into the overall calculation. Here is an example for factual visualization knowledge derived from [Mac86]: Position is more accurate to express quantitative data than color. According to this statement the visual attribute position would get a higher ranking value than the visual attribute color when evaluating the effectiveness for quantitative data. If a mapping proposal includes a mapping of a quantitative data variable to position or color, the respective rating is incorporated.

With this procedure three effectiveness rating values are calculated: for factual visualization knowledge \( r_v \), for domain assignments \( r_d \) and context aspects \( r_c \).

For the domain assignment rating, [VPG12] proposes a ranking on data variable level rather than on the graphic representation level. The authors take semantic similarities between assignments of domain concepts to data variables and visual elements into account. For details on that it is referred to [VPG12]. In the exemplary scenarios in chapter 5 the domain assignment is evaluated on the graphic representation level, i.e. it is determined whether the graphic representation is typically used to visualize data from the application domain of interest or not.

Having calculated the different ratings, an overall effectiveness rating \( R_{Total} \) can be derived by calculating the arithmetic mean of all sub ratings [VPG12]:

\[
R_{Total} = \frac{1}{3}(R_v + R_d + R_k) = \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{x}{x} \sum_{i=1}^{x} r_{v_i} + \frac{y}{y} \sum_{j=1}^{y} r_{d_j} + \frac{z}{z} \sum_{k=1}^{z} r_{c_k} \right)
\]
By sorting the resulting total values for all discovered mappings the Recommender can give a visualization recommendation.

4.6 Ontologies in the Knowledge Base

After having introduced the architecture model and the semantic visualization recommendation process, as a core part of this thesis the following sections elaborate on details about the ontologies in the knowledge base which are reducible to the BI application context and the integration approach chosen.

The integration of both, VISO and SBI concepts, is realized with properties in the ontologies. Where necessary the different ontologies are enhanced with BI specific concepts.

4.6.1 Mapping between VISO Data and SBI BI Ontology

One important intention of VISO as well as the SBI Framework is the semantic annotation of the underlying data sources. In VISO this requirement is realized by the Data ontology used for annotating the data regarding its structure and properties (see 4.1.2.2). In the SBI framework the BI ontology is utilized to describe the organization of data in the data sources from a data analysis perspective (see 4.1.1.2). As both ontologies are used for data source annotation they are integrated in the proposed architecture via ontology mapping.

Ontology mapping itself is a dedicated field of research as shown in [CSH06]. In the following the concepts included in the BI ontology are mapped to concepts included in the Data ontology via properties. Thus the original concepts

![Figure 14: BI ontology as a bridge](image-url)
are kept and linked. The mapping is based on the semantics defined for the respective concepts within the two ontologies. The BI ontology is placed as a bridge between the actual data sources and the Data ontology (see figure 14). In this way the data is not simply annotated with visualization relevant metadata but the semantics expressed in the BI ontology that foster data queries and analytical exploration of data are integrated as well. Through this mapping approach data structures and properties required for visualization can be derived from the OLAP concepts used in OLAP requests without the need to annotate all data sources individually with Data ontology concepts.

Figure 15: BI ontology’s main concepts [SCdSG+12], adapted

Figure 15 depicts the two-tier BI ontology implemented in the SBI architecture (see section 4.1.1.2). Compared to the original illustration made in [SCdSG+12] it has been slightly adapted. For example, the subconcepts of the Collection and Attribute concept have been omitted as they are not explicitly mapped to Data ontology concepts in the following. The BI ontology in the integrated architecture adopts the main concepts visualized in figure
The Data ontology concepts are mapped to the OLAP Concepts part of the BI ontology. As there are existing connections between the OLAP Concepts and the Information Sources Concepts via the \([\text{Dimension, hasCollection, Collection}]\) triple and the \([\text{Property, hasAttribute, Attribute}]\) triple, it is not necessary to map the Data ontology concepts directly to the Information Sources Concepts.

The following paragraphs explain how the BI ontology concepts are mapped to the Data ontology concepts. As the Data ontology includes many more concepts for data source annotation than required for the introduced mapping, only the mapping-relevant parts of the Data ontology are stressed.

**[BI]Theme to [Data]Domain Mapping**

According to \([\text{SdSB}+08]\) the [BI]Theme concept in the BI ontology represents all documents, facts and dimensional data associated with a business process. In other words in a BI environment it is the complete collection of data associated with a certain business domain or business process. Typical instances for the [BI]Theme concept are the corporate devisions within an enterprise like marketing, purchasing or production. For the integrated architecture the [BI]Theme concept is mapped to the [Data]Domain concept which describes a topic area in real life (see figure 16).

![Figure 16: Theme mapping](image)

**[BI]AnalysisUnit to [Data]Relation/[Data]Data Structure Mapping**

The [BI]AnalysisUnit concept describes the fact tables and documents related to a specific subject of the [BI]Theme which can include several dimensions, filters and measures \([\text{SdSB}+08]\). A subject for the marketing theme would be \textit{expenditures on advertising} for example. From a database perspective this concept resembles the notion of a relation. In traditional (relational) databases relations are expressed as tables. In triple
stores they are expressed with RDF tuples.
An equivalent concept exists in the Data ontology called [Data]Relation that represents the structures and patterns describing the relationships among entities in data sources. For the ontology integration this rather logical perspective of a [BI]AnalysisUnit expressed through the [Data]Relation concept is enhanced with a more technical perspective describing the associated data structures that include the different dimensions and measures. For this purpose the concept [Data]Data Structure is used to annotate the underlying data structures of a [BI]AnalysisUnit (see figure 17). Depending on the nature of the data sources different subconcepts like [Data]Linked Data Structure for graph data, [Data]Tabular Data Structure for table structures or [Data]Triples for triple stores might be used for annotation.

[BI]Dimension to [Data]Independent Variable Mapping

The [BI]Dimension concept that represents a dimension in an OLAP cube is mapped to the [Data]Independent Variable concept (see figure 18). This mapping reflects the influencing character of dimensions on measures in a BI data model (see section 2.2.2).

Intentionally the homonymous concept [Data]Dimension has not been cho-
sen for this mapping as it not only describes independent variables but also includes the dependent variables. In typical BI contexts dimensions, measures and attributes (the two latter subsumed as attributes in VISO) are separate concepts due to its meaning: a dimension might carry several attributes detailing the dimensional elements, a measure’s value is determined by a combination of members from different dimensions. When setting the [Data]Dimension concept equal to the [BI]Dimension concept expressing these relationships would fail.

**[BI]Hierarchy to [Data]Relation/Graph Mapping**

The [BI]Hierarchy concept is associated with the [Data]Relation and the [Data]Graph concepts in the Data ontology (see figure 19).

Through the [Data]Relation concept the logical connectivity between several dimension members in a BI hierarchy is expressed. A BI hierarchy represents members of a dimension in hierarchical order up to several levels down or up. From a structural perspective this relation is reflected by the [Data]Graph concept. Depending on how the hierarchies are defined in the BI data model a concrete BI hierarchy is represented by an individual of a subconcept of the [Data]Graph concept, for example the [Data]Directed Acyclic Graph concept, the [Data]Tree concept or the [Data]Polyarchy concept.
A level summarizes a set of dimension members that can be logically parenthesized by a different single member to allow a certain degree of aggregation. For example in a dimension that represents regions multiple cities might be assigned to a federal state and multiple federal states to a country. As the level is a logical construct representing dimension members, the [BI] Level concept is mapped to the [Data]Independent Variable concept. Just like the [BI] Dimension concept itself is mapped (see figure 20).

In a BI data model the level is typically represented by values of nominal or ordinal scale of measurement. The corresponding Data ontology concepts are assigned to the independent variable.

At this point the BI ontology is enhanced with an additional relationship is_part_of that explicitly defines the composite character of the levels and the relationship between succeeding levels.

[BI]Filter to [Data]Dependent Variable Mapping

The [BI]Filter concept describes dimension attributes that can be used to filter the selected dimension members according to certain criteria. Individuals of the [BI]Filter concept which are the concrete values the filtering is applied to depend on the selected dimension members, e.g. the age attribute in a dimension representing persons can be used to filter persons belonging to different age groups. Because of this dependency, the [Data]Dependent Variable concept is mapped to the [BI]Filter concept (see figure 21).

Filter values can be of different scale of measurement. The scale of measurement determines which kind of filter operations are possible as well as how
the attributes can be mapped to visualizations. The corresponding Data ontology concepts representing different scale of measurements are assigned to the dependent variable.

**[BI]Measure to [Data]Dependent Variable Mapping**

The actual data analyzed is modeled with the [BI]Measure concept. Depending on the combination of dimension members assigned to a measure the measure’s value varies. Consequently the [BI]Measure concept is also represented through the [Data]Dependent Variable concept (see figure 22).

Next to the actual value saved in a measure additional information might be attached to the measure itself, e.g. the unit assigned. Such additional details are modeled with the BI concept named [BI]Detail.

In comparison to filter values, which are also represented by the [Data]Dependent Variable concept, it is always possible to perform arithmetic operations on a measure’s value. This is possible as measures are of quantitative scale of measurement. The corresponding Data ontology concept need to be assigned to the dependent variable.
[BI]Detail to [Data]Dependent Variable Mapping

As mentioned above the details about a measure depend on the concrete measure selected. Thus the [BI]Detail concept is also assigned to the [Data] Dependent Variable concept.

[BI]Property to [Data]Data Variable Mapping

As depicted in the figures 15, 20 and 21 the [BI]Level, [BI]Filter and [BI]Detail concepts are related to the [BI]Property concept which maps levels, filters and details to instances of the [BI]Attribute concept. The [BI]Attribute concept represents the concrete table fields and entities in the underlying data sources. Due to this generic usage the [BI]Property concept is mapped to the [Data] Data Variable concept not further specifying the kind of dependency (see figure 23).

4.6.2 Activity Conceptualization

In the following it is explained how VISO’s Activity ontology is integrated and enhanced to enable semantic annotation of analytical BI activities in the proposed architecture model. For that purpose the main VISO activity concepts are shortly described first.

Activity Concepts in VISO

VISO’s Activity ontology internalizes the three-level hierarchy to formalize human activities as introduced in section 2.1.5. Figure 24 depicts how the Activity ontology concepts formalizes the different activity levels. The following explanations about the activity concepts are taken from [VP11].
The [Activity]Task concept is set at the uppermost level. [VP11] stresses that the connection to the user’s overall goal is crucial at this level as it is the trigger for a user to make use of a (visualization) system at all. Tasks are domain- and application-dependent and rich in semantics.

There are some sub-differentiations between high-level and low-level task in literature (e.g. in [GZ08]). High-level task can be broken down into low-level tasks (or subtasks). Sometimes, the notion of a low-level task is used synonymously with the [Activity]Action concept described below. Because of this ambiguity VISO introduces the concepts [Activity]Composite Task and [Activity]Elementary Task to express the compositional structure of a (high-level) task. Due to this additional distinction a low-level task is used synonymously with the [Activity]Action concept in VISO.

In contrast to tasks actions are domain- and application-independent. Thus the [Activity]Action concept and its subconcepts describing the different types of actions might be applied to different systems supporting different tasks in various domains. An action is an atomic analytical step performed by a user which has meaningful semantics.
At the lowest level of activity the \textit{Activity}\textit{Operation} concept is used. Operations describe how a user interacts with a visualization system to perform an action. They have only little semantics but serve as a means to execute the superior action.

\textbf{How to Map in the Architecture Model?}

For the integrated architecture the analytical activities identified by [AES05] as described in section 2.1.5 are formalized as subconcepts of the \textit{Activity}\textit{Action} concept in the Activity ontology. As discussed in section 2.1.5 there are many different taxonomies to classify tasks in connection with information visualization. In [AES05] the nature of the analytical actions a user performs are focused in contrast to other works that rather take system capabilities (e.g. [Shn96]) or visualization interaction tasks into account (e.g. [GZ08] or [HS12]).

By using subconcepts of the \textit{Activity}\textit{Action} concept rather than individuals the generic character of the actions is expressed. This is necessary as according to [GZ08] every analytical action is further characterized by a set of parameters (see section 2.1.5). At this point the Activity ontology needs to be enhanced with the action subconcepts if not already included as well as relationships defining the parameters required for every action.

In table 2 on page 65 a possible mapping of the actions’ parameters has been built up for the actions identified in [AES05]. The parameters can partly be satisfied by individuals of the BI ontology:

\textbf{Action} The first column represents the action subconcepts. The concept names correspond to the actions defined by [AES05].

\textbf{Parameter} The second column includes the parameters that identify an action. Each parameter needs to be formalized and assigned to the action with a data or object property in the ontology, e.g. \textit{has_constraint_list} or \textit{has_analytic_operation}.
Mapping The last column identifies the concepts and individuals that map to the respective properties which as a whole identify the type of action. The analytic operation parameters can be defined per action precisely. Because of that they are represented as literals representing OLAP or SQL operations (see section 2.2.2).

Data concept parameters are satisfied in case some data variables identified as [BI]Levels are mapped.

A constraint list is defined as new distinct concept that relates a set of data variables identified as [BI]Filters and specific logical operators. The same applies to the order list which is not defined by logical operators but by the literals "ascending" or "descending".

A function parameter is satisfied when some [BI]Measure with a certain type of aggregation is mapped. For the statistical function parameter a literal is attached. It would also be possible to refer to defined concepts that already exist in other ontologies.

[AES05]'s list of actions formally defined in table 2 does not claim to be exhaustive. Nevertheless, it is a good starting point to formalize the analytical actions that are frequently performed with visualization systems. The Activity ontology might be enhanced with further actions if required. As VISO claims to be reusable in different scenarios, the interaction-driven tasks introduced in section 2.1.5 are already partly implemented in the Activity ontology.

Now it comes to the question how a user expresses his task and thus the required actions when interacting with a system in the BI scenario:

Depending on the UI design, the actions and their parameters might be derived directly from the operations performed and the input given. This would be possible when the actions and parameters formalized in the ontology would be present as selectable UI elements e.g. check boxes, range sliders or drop down boxes for filter and dimension selection.

If the UI design does not allow to directly derive the actions performed, the OLAP queries might be used to map the user requests to the action subcon-
### Table 2: Actions with parameters mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mapping (BI Concept/Operation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrieve_Value</td>
<td>Analytic Operation</td>
<td>&quot;Select&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data concept</td>
<td>[BI]Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constraint List</td>
<td>[BI]Filter &amp; &quot;=&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>Analytic Operation</td>
<td>&quot;Slice&quot; (if multiple = &quot;Dice&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constraint List</td>
<td>[BI]Filter &amp; (&quot;=&quot;&quot;,&quot;&quot;,&quot;&quot;,&quot;&lt;&quot; or &quot;&gt;&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute_Derived_Value</td>
<td>Analytic Operation</td>
<td>&quot;Roll-up/Drill down&quot;/&quot;Select&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data concept</td>
<td>[BI]Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constraint list</td>
<td>[BI]Filter &amp; &quot;=&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>[BI]Measure &amp; &quot;Aggregation&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find_Extemum</td>
<td>Analytic Operation</td>
<td>&quot;Group by&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constraint List</td>
<td>[BI]Filter &amp; &quot;=&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>[BI]Measure &amp; &quot;Maximum&quot; or &quot;Minimum&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Analytic Operation</td>
<td>&quot;Order by&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Order List</td>
<td>[BI]Filter &amp; &quot;Ascending/Descending&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine_Range</td>
<td>Analytic Operation</td>
<td>&quot;Group by&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data concept</td>
<td>[BI]Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constraint list</td>
<td>[BI]Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>[BI]Measure &amp; &quot;Maximum&quot; and &quot;Minimum&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterize_Distribution/Find_Anomalies/Cluster/Correlate</td>
<td>Analytic Operation</td>
<td>&quot;Select&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Concept</td>
<td>[BI]Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constraint List</td>
<td>[BI]Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Statistical Function</td>
<td>e.g. &quot;Distribution&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cepts defined. This should be possible as many OLAP operations are equal to or compose the actions defined above.

Here are some examples from table 2: The OLAP operation "slice" and the corresponding [BI]Filter concepts map to the [Activity]Filter action in the Activity context. The OLAP operation "roll-up" in combination with the [BI]Level and [BI]Measure concept with the aggregation type "aggregation\(^2\)" can map to the [Activity]Compute Derived Value concept. Both metadata on the OLAP operation and the data retrieved from the BI ontology are available in

\(^2\)Aggregation means values are aggregated on upper level hierarchies
the Query Manager which sends the information to the Activity Manager if required.

4.6.3 User and System Data Annotation

The User ontology is not further investigated in this thesis as its concepts apply generically to different kind of systems and system usage scenarios. For example, a user might have certain preferences regarding color, brightness and screen resolution, preferences for certain visualizations and a defined extend of domain knowledge. Those preferences apply to the visualization process in business intelligence scenarios as well as to transactional systems, embedded systems or personal entertainment devices used. Thus the connection between the user and the effects on the graphic representation is independent of the system domain.

The System ontology has the same generic character as the User ontology and is not specific to BI scenarios. Thus VISO’s System ontology is not enhanced or need to mapped with BI system specific concepts.

However, for implementing and facilitating the functionality of using system information in the visualization process, an ideal BI system need to deliver the information required to map its properties to the concepts described in the System ontology. This might be reached when BI system elements, especially the output and input related parts, implement the APIs as suggested with the System Information API³ by W3C whose concepts are partly integrated in VISO.

For BI scenarios the characteristics describing the kind of output device (e.g. mobile device or desktop monitor), all aspects about the output screens (e.g. screen resolution, color depth) as well as the available input devices (e.g. touchscreens, mice, touchpads) will especially influence the visualization selection process.

³http://www.w3.org/TR/system-info-api/
4.7 Chapter Summary

At the beginning of this chapter existing work about semantic technologies and knowledge formalization in BI and visualization systems has been reviewed. This has served as a basis to integrate several notions, in particular parts of the SBI framework and the VISO ontology, in a new architecture model that should enable visualization recommendation and semantic data processing simultaneously. Afterwards the basic functionalities of the architectural components and the way visualization recommendations are made has been introduced. Finally it has been elaborated on specifics of the ontologies used in the architecture which are reducible to the BI application context and the integration approach chosen. Here special attention has been paid to the data and activity formalization part.
5 Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation Approach

In the following the (1) applicability and (2) technical feasibility of the proposed architecture model introduced in chapter 4 are evaluated.

For evaluating the applicability the Scenario-Based Evaluation (SBE) technique is used to examine if and how the architecture’s functionalities might be applied in different BI use case scenarios. The basic idea of the SBE methodology is to evaluate a system based on concrete use case scenarios for which it is intended [HPS04]. The scenarios serve as concrete test cases [RC09].

[HPOA07] defines a scenario as follows:

“...A scenario is a detailed description of an activity, which includes the task, actor, context and claims, which are statements about using the system.”

As shown in [HPS04] by using scenarios the user experience and the effectiveness of a system in a specific application domain and context are inspected rather than single quality attributes. As emphasized by [HPS04] and [HPOA07] the SBE method has a formative character when used to identify redesign needs during the development process. When used after the development of an application has been finished it is applied as a summative evaluation used to validate the usability of applications.

However, the architecture has not been implemented yet. Because of that the SBE method is used to evaluate if the proposed architecture is an adequate approach to solve the problem of missing user support for visualization tasks at all or if other solutions are required. The SBE method will not identify whether the architecture’s components will technically work as intended.
In the following section two BI use case scenarios are employed for evaluation which fundamentally vary in the factors identified as visualization-relevant and which are formalized in the knowledge base within the architecture model. For each scenario aspects about the user, system, activity, domain and data are considered. This corresponds to the scenario definition above and accompanies the formalized knowledge in the architecture model. The available visualization components are identical in both scenarios to make the results of the visualization recommendation process comparable. For both scenarios the instantiation of suitable ontology concepts and the flow of information in the proposed architecture is prototypically illustrated. As a result of this evaluation step different visualization recommendations are expected due to the diversity of the scenarios. The recommendations are considered as the scenarios’ claims when using the system (see definition above).

Proving the technical feasibility of the whole architecture proposed is not viable within the remaining scope of this thesis. Because of that it is concentrated on one of the core parts of the integration approach chosen - the mapping of the BI and Data component concepts as described in section 4.6.1. A simple prototypic implementation of the mapping is described section 5.3. With the prototypic implementation the general feasibility of reusing VISO concepts and their applicability in the BI context can be proved. Further implementations will be necessary to prove the functionality and feasibility of the whole architecture.

5.2 Scenario-Based Evaluation

5.2.1 Available Visualization Components

As mentioned in the previous section there is a common pool of available visualization components for both scenarios which are annotated with concepts contained in the Graphic ontology in the architecture’s knowledge base. For the evaluation purpose only basic types of visualizations are available and formalized. This approach does not prohibit to use more complex visualizations or derivatives with the proposed architecture but is sufficient for
evaluating the ability to recommend certain visualizations based on the concrete scenario.

In section 2.2.3 it has been depicted that visualizations in the BI context can mainly be divided into two broader categories: chart visualizations for quantitative data and graphic representations for graph-based data. To cope with these categories the following four types of visualizations, two for each category, are available in the described scenarios and annotated with ontology concepts:

1. Line Chart
2. Bar Chart
3. Node-Link Diagram
4. Tree-Map

For all four types corresponding subconcepts of the Graphic_Representation concept exist. Each graphic representation is a composition of different visual elements represented by subconcepts of Graphic_Object which in turn can carry different properties represented by subconcepts of Visual_Attribute. The different types of visualizations can be used to express different kinds and quantities of data variables depending on the visual attributes and syntactic structures (i.e. the relations between graphical elements) available.

Figure 25 on the next page and figure 26 on page 72 show the results of the annotation performed by the Component Manager for the selected visualizations. The annotation is constrained to concepts relevant for the concrete, simple types of visualization in this setting only. In reality it might be necessary to describe the visualizations in more detail, e.g. with additional visual attributes and syntactic structures. For simplification reason the labels that are refer to different graphic elements, i.e. the axes and visual attributes, have not been visualized. Though they are available to map textual data in the scenarios.

The bar chart and line chart formalization visualized in figure 25 on the next page are very similar. Both visualizations can express up to two independent
variables and at least one dependent variable. Due to the vertical metric axis both can express data with quantitative scale of measurement. The visualizations mainly differ in the support for discrete data variables (bar chart) and continuous data variables (line chart). Furthermore, naturally imposed the bars in a bar chart that are represented by the concept Rectangle map data via the visual attribute Height as opposed to the Line in a line chart mapping data via the visual attribute Position.

Figure 26 on the following page shows the formalization of the node-link diagram and the tree-map diagram. Both can express graph structures but the tree-map necessarily requires data in form of a tree which is expressed...
through a relation to the concept Tree. Compared to the bar chart and line chart, the graph-based visualizations can express qualitative data in form of relations between various independent variables.

The node-link diagram is composed of multiple graphic objects represented by the concepts Circle and Line. Next to different visual attributes the syntactic roles formalized as Node and Connector are assigned which map the data variables and relations. The only graphic objects in the tree-map are rectangles. The composition of the different rectangles expressing the relation between independent variables is expressed through the concept Containment defining the syntactic structure.
The described and visualized conceptualization is the basis for the visualization recommendation process in the following scenarios. However, figure 25 and 26 do not show all possible mappings of visual attributes and data variables down to the last detail to reduce the complexity in the illustrations.

5.2.2 Traditional BI Scenario

5.2.2.1 Scenario Overview

The first use case scenario describes a traditional BI scenario as it focuses the analysis of multi-dimensional, quantitative data in a typical business domain. It has been chosen to demonstrate the architecture’s applicability in such traditional BI scenarios which are likely still the most relevant use cases for BI appliances today. The scenario is imaginary based on the professional experience of the author of this thesis. Although [HPS04] asserts that scenarios developed by system designers are less valid than scenarios developed by users or focus groups, the following scenario is to be sufficient for proving the general functionality of the proposed architecture.

[HPS04] emphasizes that scenarios are narratives describing the details of a user interacting with a system or application. A detailed narrative version of the scenario can be found in Appendix B. For the evaluation only the key points relevant for the visualization selection and recommendation are depicted here:

User
- Name: Bob, 52 years old
- Sales manager of a company producing health care products
- Basic computer skills, no time and skills to configure reports on his own
- Prefers high contrast colors

System
- Tablet computer, 7 inch, medium resolution
- Touchscreen, no stylus pen
Activity

- Identify high-yield and low-yield markets for the 3 top-selling products: "Baby Dream", "Liquidizer", "Oral Dent".
- Check the year-end values of revenue for Germany compared to the worldwide revenues for year 2013

Domain

- Sales

Data

- Traditional, relational data warehouse, tables
- Selected Dimensions:
  - Product with values "Baby Dream", "Liquidizer", "Oral Dent"
  - Region for hierarchy level "Germany" and hierarchy level "World"
- Selected Measure: Revenue

5.2.2.2 Ontology Instantiation

Based on the general visualization recommendation process explained in section 4.5 the ontology concepts formalized in the architecture’s knowledge base are assigned to the scenario’s entities represented as concept individuals in the model. The individuals, concepts and relations between them are shown in figure 27.

The graph in figure 27 shows a mixture of concept individuals and concepts themselves. Where concept individuals are shown concrete individuals derived from the scenario description are formalized. For all concepts not shown as individuals the type of concept inferred is crucial for the visualization recommendation process.

The following explanation partly illustrates the identification and relation of concepts and individuals for the data and BI relevant parts. Not all individuals and concepts visualized in figure 27 are explained in detail but the general ontology instantiation procedure is illustrated.

When the user named Bob sends his data request the Query Manager retrieves concept information about the involved OLAP concepts through the Ontology
Manager. Amongst others the following assertions$^1$ about concept individuals are possible:

1. **AnalysisUnit**(“Revenue_Data”)
2. **Dimension**(“Region”)
3. **Level**(“Germany”)
4. **has_dimension**(“Revenue_Data”, ”Region”)
5. **has_level**(“Region”, ”Germany”)

After having made these assignments further relationships can be inferred using the knowledge defined in the architecture’s ontology. For the assertions (1) to (5) the mappings of Data and BI concepts described in section 4.6.1 apply.

Assertion (1) and the information about tabular data in the scenario description allows to infer that data satisfying the concept **Tabular_Data_Structure**, identified through the concept **AnalysisUnit** and mapped via the atomic role **has_structure** needs to be visualized (see (6)).

---

$^1$An assertion states the belonging of an individual to a concept or describes the relations between individuals [BCT06, p.40]
For the BI dimension identified in assertion (2) it can be inferred via the atomic role \textit{plays\_role} that an independent variable exists in this scenario. The relationship is defined by the concept description stated in (7).

\begin{equation}
\text{Dimension} \sqsubseteq \exists \text{plays\_role.Independent\_Variable}
\end{equation}

Looking at the whole scenario a second independent variable for the dimension "Product" and a dependent variable for the measure "Revenue" can be identified that need to be visualized.

The remaining concepts and individuals for the system, user and activity part visualized in figure 27 on the previous page are similarly instantiated involving the respective ontologies and functional modules. If applicable, they are used for the visualization recommendation in the following paragraph.

\subsection*{5.2.2.3 Visualization Recommendation}

For the described and conceptualized scenario the visualization recommendation procedure is illustrated in the following.

\textbf{Step 1: Discovery of Suitable Mappings}

As a first step suitable mappings are discovered. For this purpose the conceptualized visualization components (see section 5.2.1) and the scenario conceptualization are mapped. As both use the concepts defined in the architecture’s knowledge base a mapping using the type of concepts and sub/superconcept relations is possible. The mapping is visualized in table 3 on the following page.

The upper part of table 3 shows the mapping on the data structure level. Though all four types of visualizations can map the required number of data variables only the bar chart and the line chart can map tabular data structures with multiple independent variables meaningfully as available in the scenario. Because of that the mapping on the data’s semantic level is only performed for the bar chart and the line chart in the lower part of table 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Element</th>
<th>Bar Chart</th>
<th>Line Chart</th>
<th>Node-Link Diagram</th>
<th>Tree Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tabular Data Structure</td>
<td>ok</td>
<td>ok</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x Independent Variable (IV)</td>
<td>ok (min 2)</td>
<td>ok (min 2)</td>
<td>ok (min 2)</td>
<td>ok (min 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1x Independent Variable (DV)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:Product [Role: Discrete]</td>
<td>ok (horizontal axis or rectangle color)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:Product [Quantity: 3]</td>
<td>ok (rectangle position or rectangle color)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:Product [SoM: Nominal, Type: String]</td>
<td>ok (axis text or rectangle text)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:Region [Role: Discrete]</td>
<td>ok (rectangle color or horizontal axis)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:Region [Quantity: 2]</td>
<td>ok (rectangle color or rectangle position)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV:Region [SoM: Nominal, Type: String]</td>
<td>ok (rectangle text or axis text)</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV:Revenue [SoM: Quantitative]</td>
<td>ok (vertical metric axis)</td>
<td>ok (vertical metric axis)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV:Revenue [Type: Float]</td>
<td>ok (rectangle height)</td>
<td>ok (line position)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Mapping graphic representations to scenario one
For the bar chart there are two interchangeable alternatives to map the independent variables:

The continuity (discrete), the quantity (3) and the scale of measurement (nominal) of the independent variable representing the dimension "Product" can be expressed via the horizontal axis, the rectangles' visual attributes position and the axis text. Alternatively it is also possible to map this variable to the rectangle's visual attribute color and text within the bar chart.

The second independent variable representing the dimension "Region" can be expressed via the rectangles in the bar chart. Two rectangles with different shapes of the visual attribute color can be used to differentiate between the regional levels "Germany" and "World". Alternatively it is possible to map this variable to the rectangles' visual attribute position at the horizontal axis if not already chosen for the first independent variable. The levels' names of data type string can be mapped to the rectangle text or respectively the axis text.

Although one of the independent variables might be mapped to the lines' visual attributes color and text in a line chart, it is not possible to map a discrete variable to a position at the horizontal axis as it requires continuous data values. Because of that it is not possible to express both discrete independent variables simultaneously with the line chart. Thus no mapping is included in table 3.

The dependent variable representing the measure "Revenue" can be expressed with the vertical metric axis. The measure's concrete values of data type float can be illustrated via the visual attribute height for the rectangles in a bar chart or the visual attribute position for the lines in a line chart.

Summing up only the bar chart can be used to visualize the scenario from a functional point of view as the line chart requires at least one continuous independent data variable. As shown with the bar chart's independent variables, there are multiple possibilities of getting the scenario's data visualized even if there is only one suitable visualization component left. The described mappings are exemplary visualized in figure 28 on the next page with random data for the dependent variable representing the revenue.
Step 2: Ranking of Mappings

In this second step the mappings from step one are sorted for their effectiveness.

In the following a numerical value is calculated that allows to rank the bar chart visualizations and give a visualization recommendation. The procedure follows the process described in section 4.5.

First of all the mappings’ effectiveness regarding factual visualization knowledge is determined. In the scenario the mappings A and B visualized in figure 28 only differ in the type of visual attributes the two nominal independent variables are mapped to. All other mappings are equal.

Taking the scale of measurement into account it quickly becomes apparent that the effectiveness rating for nominal data is the same for both representations as both map the visual attributes position and color to the nominal variables. Assuming that position has an effectiveness rating \( r_{v_1} \) of 1.0 and color has a rating \( r_{v_2} \) of 0.9 the rating that takes visualization knowledge into account calculates as

\[
R_{v_{A/B}} = \frac{r_{v_1} + r_{v_2}}{2} + V = \frac{1.0 + 0.9}{2} + V = 0.95 + V
\]

for both mappings. The constant \( V \) in the equation implies that the rating for all other factual visualization rules that apply to mapping A and B are
equal due to the mappings’ similarity. Hence looking at factual visualization knowledge is not sufficient to make distinctive recommendations in this scenario.

Rather the type of action performed, as part of the use context, must be considered when evaluating the effectiveness. As shown in the scenario description and conceptualization the user Bob performs the compare action to compare both regional levels while looking at one of the three selected products. Accordingly the effectiveness of how the visual mappings support visualizing data for one element of the Product dimension over multiple elements of the Region dimension need to be evaluated for both bar chart mappings.

To realize that a property has_effectiveness_ranking_for_compare_action is formalized that assigns a rating to the visual elements that are mapped to constant variables in a compare action.

Bar chart A in figure 28 maps the Product dimension to position. Bar chart B maps it to the visual attribute color. Assuming that a rating of 1.0 is assigned to position but only a rating of 0.5 is assigned to color, the following ratings for contextual factors result:

\[ R_{cA} = 1.0 + C \]
\[ R_{cB} = 0.5 + C \]

Here again all other contextual factors are considered as not relevant, expressed with the constant \( C \). Since both mappings represent the same graphic representations composed of the same graphic objects with the same visual attributes, a ranking for the user and system part of the context would almost certainly result in equal ranking values for both mappings.

The same applies to the domain ranking which would lead to the conclusion that both bar chart mappings support the visualization of data from the sales domain with the same effectiveness. This can be expressed by setting the constant \( D \) as a domain ranking value for both mappings:

\[ R_{dA/B} = D \]
Having computed the effectiveness ratings regarding factual visualization knowledge, context and domain information the following overall rankings $R_{Total_{A/B}}$ can be calculated:

$$R_{Total_A} = \frac{1}{3}(R_{vA} + R_{cA} + R_{dA}) = \frac{1}{3}((0.95 + V) + (1.0 + C) + D) = 0.65 + (Z)$$

$$R_{Total_B} = \frac{1}{3}(R_{vB} + R_{cB} + R_{dB}) = \frac{1}{3}((0.95 + V) + (0.5 + C) + D) = 0.48 + (Z)$$

$\Rightarrow R_{Total_A} > R_{Total_B}$

As the rating of mapping A is higher than mapping B the system would recommend mapping A in the first place followed by mapping B to visualize the data in this scenario.

5.2.3 Non-Traditional BI Scenario

5.2.3.1 Scenario Overview

The second scenario can be paraphrased as a non-traditional BI scenario. On the one hand it does not focus on quantitative data but rather takes structures and relations within data into account. On the other hand the scenario does not originate from the business domain but from biological science. It basically deals with information about the expression of genes in anatomic structures within the different development stages (known as theiler stages) of mouse embryos.

The scenario has been chosen to show the architecture’s applicability in all its facets especially for different types of data structures and to provide a scenario that is as much different as possible from the first scenario. It is not fictitious but is based on a use case that was implemented in the course of the CUBIST project (see section 4.1.1). By reusing a case already dealt with in a prototypical BI system the scenario’s relevance in the BI context should be ensured. A detailed scenario description can be found in Appendix C. For more explanations of the biological background refer to the CUBIST use case description [MB11]. At this point the scenario can be summarized as follows:
Evaluation

User  • Name: Steve, 35 years old
      • Computational biologist, explores biological relationships in mouse embryos
      • Good computer skills

System • Standard personal computer with 27 inch, high resolution display
        • Standard mouse and keyboard for user input

Activity • Search for the expression of a specific gene at a certain point of time in the embryonic mouse development process
        • "Where is gene Wnt1 detected 10 Days Post Conception (DPC)?"
        • "How strong is the level of gene expression?"

Domain  • Biology/Genetic Engineering

Data  • Gene expression data in form of triples (<Gene>, <Level of Expression>,<Anatomy Structure>)
      • Anatomical information (in form of hierarchies) per theiler stage from EMAP ontology is referred to; gene expression information is inherited up/down the hierarchies of anatomical structures
      • Selected dimension: 
        Anatomy_Structure, all hierarchical levels of anatomical structures for the theiler stage 10 days post conception; mapped via EMAP ontology
      • Filter: Has_Level_Of_Gene_Expression_for_Wnt1, possible values "expressed", "possible", "not expressed"

5.2.3.2 Ontology Instantiation

The same introductory explanations made for the ontology instantiation of the first scenario also apply for the second scenario (see 5.2.2.2). Figure 29 shows how the second scenario can be instantiated with concepts from within
The following initial assertions can be made by the Query and Ontology Manager about the data and BI concepts involved when the user Steve sends his request:

1. \( \text{AnalysisUnit} ("\text{Gene Expression Data}") \)
2. \( \text{Dimension} ("\text{Anatomic Structure}") \)
3. \( \text{Filter} ("\text{Level of Expression for Wnt1}") \)
4. \( \text{Filter} ("\text{DPC 10}") \)
5. \( \text{has_dimension} ("\text{Gene Expression Data}", "\text{Anatomic Structure}") \)
6. \( \text{has_filter} ("\text{Gene Expression Data}", "\text{DPC 10}") \)
7. \( \text{has_filter} ("\text{Gene Expression Data}", "\text{Level of Expression for Wnt1}") \)

Taking a closer look at assertion (3) it becomes apparent that the gene information and the predicate describing the level of expressiveness are summarized as a single filter. Since the BI terms formalized only refer to OLAP concepts that do not include such relational constructs, this kind of workaround

Figure 29: Instantiated ontology for non-traditional BI scenario

the architecture’s knowledge base.
is necessary to conceptualize the triple structure. However, this also implies that the number of filters multiplies the more subject, predicate and object combinations exist. The filter (3) is formalized as a dependent variables via the atomic role \textit{plays role} (8).

\begin{equation}
\text{Filter} \sqcap \exists \text{plays role}\cdot\text{Dependent Variable}
\end{equation}

From the second filter value "DPC_10" (4) the Ontology Manager derives that the hierarchy "H_TS16" for theiler stage 16 needs to be selected for the dimension "Anatomic Structure". In reality it is not a logical hierarchy defined for an OLAP dimension but a separate ontology defining the compositional anatomic structures for the respective theiler stage. For every theiler stage a separate ontology exists which in sum make up the dimension "Anatomic Structure". Using the OLAP concept \textit{Hierarchy} as a workaround will not be feasible for more complex network graph structures. It will require to enhance the BI ontology with graph-processing specific concepts. The hierarchy is associated with the concept \textit{Tree} representing the hierarchy’s structure (9).

\begin{equation}
\text{Hierarchy} \sqcap \exists \text{has structure}\cdot\text{Tree}
\end{equation}

The levels in the hierarchy represent multiple independent variables referenced via the atomic role \textit{plays role} (10). As shown in figure 29 an additional relation \textit{is part of} defining the relations between the different levels is explicitly formalized (11).

\begin{align}
\text{Level} & \sqcap \exists \text{plays role}\cdot\text{Independent Variable} \\
\text{Level} & \sqcap \exists \text{is part of}\cdot\text{Level}
\end{align}

The remaining concepts that are visualized in figure 29 are derived similarly by the respective functional modules. The Activity Manager, for example, derives the "filter" action since its parameters [Analytic Operation, Constraint List] (see 4.6.2) can be satisfied by the \textit{slice} operation that fixes the time horizon with the filter value "DPC_10".

As with the first scenario the identified concepts and individuals are the basis for the visualization recommendation algorithm in the following section.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Element</th>
<th>Bar Chart</th>
<th>Line Chart</th>
<th>Node-Link Diagram</th>
<th>Tree Map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tree Structure</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>ok</td>
<td>ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nx Independent Variable (IV)</td>
<td>no (max 2)</td>
<td>no (max 2)</td>
<td>ok (min 2)</td>
<td>ok (min 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1x Dependent Variable (DV)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nx Relation</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
<td>ok (min 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: Level [Quantity: N]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ok (circle)</td>
<td>ok (rectangle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV: Level [SoM: Nominal, Type: String]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ok (circle text)</td>
<td>ok (rectangle text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation: is_part_of</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ok (line)</td>
<td>ok (containment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV: Level_of_expression_for_Wnt1 [SoM: Nominal]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ok (circle color)</td>
<td>ok (rectangle color)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Mapping graphic representations to scenario two

5.2.3.3 Visualization Recommendation

For the second scenario the two-step visualization recommendation procedure described in section 4.5 is illustrated in the following.

Step 1: Discovery of Suitable Mappings

The discovery of suitable mappings for the described scenario is visualized in table 4. In the upper part the mapping on the data structure level is shown. Only the node-link diagram and the tree-map diagram can map all structural elements of the scenario. The bar chart and the line chart as formalized in section 5.2.1 cannot model tree structures, relations among variables nor do
they support more than two independent variables simultaneously. Though this is necessary as all theiler stage hierarchies are deeper than two levels\(^2\). Thus more than two independent variables (one per level) need to be expressed for theiler stage 16 as well. As a consequence the mapping on the data’s semantic level is only performed for the node-link diagram and the tree-map in the lower part of table 4.

Both diagrams can satisfy the required quantity of independent variables by mapping the levels to the graphic objects that take the syntactic role of a node. Those are the circles in the node-link diagram and the rectangles in the tree-map. The levels’ names of data type string can be mapped to the circle texts in the node-link diagram and to the rectangle texts in the tree-map.

The relation is_part_of between the different levels can be visualized with both diagram types. In the node-link diagram the relation is mapped to the lines that take the syntactic role of a connector. In the tree-map the containment relation between the rectangles can express the relation between the anatomic structure levels.

Finally, the dependent variable representing the level of expression for the selected gene can be mapped to the visual attribute color of either the circles in the node-link diagram or the rectangles in the tree-map.

Summing up, both - the node-link diagram and the tree-map - might be used to visualize the scenario. Which visualization is more preferable for the illustrated scenario is determined in the second step of the visualization recommendation procedure. The mapping is illustrated exemplary in figure 30 on the next page.

**Step 2: Ranking of Mappings**

In this second step the mappings to the node-link diagram (A) and the tree-map (B) are rated for their effectiveness.

Comparing both mappings the main difference lies in the mapping of the is_part_of relation to different graphic elements. The relation defines the hi-\(^2\) refer to http://www.emouseatlas.org/emap/
erarchical structure of the anatomic structures. Because of that a property `has_effectiveness_rating_for_hierarchy_structure` is assigned to the mapped elements. Assuming that the graphic object `line` has an effectiveness rating of 1.0 and the object-to-object relation `containment` a rating of 0.5 and all other mappings are equal, the following rating for factual visualization can be assigned:

\[
R_{VA} = 1.0 + V \\
R_{VB} = 0.5 + V
\]

Taking contextual factors into account, the screen size of the output device is crucial since the node-link diagram requires more space to be visualized than a tree-map. Though the validity of this statement depends on the size of the graph to be visualized, this condition is neglected in this scenario ranking for simplification reason. A rating `supports_space` is assigned to the screen size concept to formalize the space requirement. It is assumend that for large screens it takes a value of 0.9, for medium screens 0.5 and small screen 0.1\(^3\). A graphic representation for which the space requirement is explicitly formalized get the respective value assigned depending on the specific output device used. A visualization that has no explicit space requirements automatically gets a value of 1.0 assigned. For the described scenario this results

\(^3\)The definition of "large", "medium", "small" in this case is not further discussed here. It is simply assumed that screens greater or equal 27 inch are "large" ones.
in the following rating for the node-link diagram (A) and the tree-map (B):

\[ R_{cA} = 0.9 + C \]
\[ R_{cB} = 1.0 + C \]

The remaining contextual factors are considered as not being different which is expressed with the constant \( C \).

As shown by [PWS08] graph layouting techniques which both visualizations belong to are commonly used to visualize biological network data. Because of that a constant domain rating \( D \) is assigned to both mappings:

\[ R_{dA/B} = D \]

Finally the overall ratings \( R_{TotalA/B} \) can be calculated:

\[ R_{TotalA} = \frac{1}{3}(R_{vA} + R_{cA} + R_{dA}) = \frac{1}{3}((1.0 + V) + (0.9 + C) + D) = 0.63 + (Z) \]
\[ R_{TotalB} = \frac{1}{3}(R_{vB} + R_{cB} + R_{dB}) = \frac{1}{3}((0.5 + V) + (1.0 + C) + D) = 0.5 + (Z) \]

\[ \Rightarrow R_{TotalA} > R_{TotalB} \]

Since the node-link diagram (A) has a higher rating than the tree-map (B) it is recommended in the first place by the Recommender module for the second scenario.

### 5.3 Prototypical Implementation of BI and Data Mapping

After having proven die visualization recommendation functionality for two basic use case scenarios, the mapping of BI and Data ontology concepts is implemented prototypically in the following.
5.3.1 Implementation Approach

For implementing the ontology the Protégé\(^4\) editor in the desktop version 4.3 has been used. It is a well-known tool for modeling OWL ontologies provided by Stanford University.

A new OWL ontology that is identified through an ontology IRI has been created (see figure 31 on the following page). All classes and properties defined in the ontology carry the ontology IRI as a prefix in their identifier making them uniquely detectable. OWL has been used rather than RDFS as a modeling language since OWL offers richer semantics for defining relationships like cardinality restrictions. Furthermore, VISO's ontologies which are reused are also implemented in OWL.

The new ontology reflects the BI ontology within the architecture's knowledge base. As the BI ontology implemented in the SBI framework was not accessible during design time, the basic classes of BI terms visualized in figure 15 on page 55 have been remodeled. Because of that the properties defining the relations between the classes are limited to the relations identified in figure 15 and some additional properties necessary to define the mapping to Data ontology concepts. This means in turn that additional semantics which are possibly modeled in the SBI framework's ontology to foster data analysis are not included in the remodeled ontology.

Some annotations defined with properties from the Dublin Core metadata terms\(^5\), like creator or description, have been added to the ontology header. They give a more precise definition of what the ontology is about and makes it easier detectable for reuse purposes.

To access the VISO’s Data ontology, the respective ontology has been imported with the help of Protégé’s import wizard. The import was conducted by pointing Protégé to the ontology’s URI (http://purl.org/viso/data/). Some additional ontologies that are referenced within VISO’s Data ontology

\(^4\)http://protege.stanford.edu/
\(^5\)http://dublincore.org/documents/2012/06/14/dcmi-terms/?v=terms
Figure 31: Ontology header in Protégé with imported VISO ontology

have been imported automatically. Though the respective classes and properties are also accessible within Protégé, they have not been further used for the prototypic implementation.

The ontology annotations and the import statement as well as the namespaces defined are visualized in the following RDF/XML listing:
5.3.2 Class and Property Implementation

The classes formalizing the BI terms have been modeled hierarchically. They are defined as subclasses of the class `BI_Thing` which identifies them as BI-related terms (see figure 32). There are no further semantics modeled for `BI_Thing`. The newly created class `Collection` is a good example for the inevitable necessity of URIs. Only through its URI it will be distinguishable from the VISO class `Collection` when being used in RDF statements.

The properties defining the relations between the BI classes have been created as object properties. As proposed within the SBI framework (see figure 15 on page 55), the properties include the name of the classes they relate to in their identifier, e.g. `hasAnalysisUnit`. Accordingly the related classes have been set as ranges for the corresponding properties. The range and domain definition of the properties have not been specified in more detail since [Hor11] claims that domain and range definitions might cause unexpected classification results and unexpected side effects. Instead, the restrictions have been modeled as necessary and sufficient criteria for the respective classes they are assigned to.
The additional property \textit{is\_part\_of} is used to define the compositional structure of individuals represented by the \textit{Level} class.

Additional object properties have been modeled for mapping the imported VISO classes to the BI classes. The \textit{has\_structure} property is used to assign the VISO class \textit{Graph} to the \textit{Hierarchy} class or the \textit{Data Structure} class to the \textit{AnalysisUnit} class. Because of subclass relationships modeled in the Data component, subclasses of the \textit{Graph} and \textit{Data Structure} class also satisfy relationships defined with the property.

The property \textit{represents} has been implemented to map the \textit{Theme} class with the \textit{Domain} class and the \textit{Hierarchy} class with the \textit{Relation} class.

To assign the VISO classes representing (types of) data variables, e.g. the \textit{Independent Variable} class to the \textit{Level} class or the \textit{Dependent Variable} to the \textit{Filter} class, the property \textit{plays\_role} from the Data ontology is reused. Thus not only classes from the VISO ontology are reused but also properties.

The relationships between the BI and Data classes using the properties implemented are defined as necessary and sufficient criteria that need to be satisfied to classify an individual as being a member of a class. In Protégé this is realized by defining restrictions in the \textit{SubClass Of} (necessary condi-
Figure 33: Restrictions for AnalysisUnit class

Figure 34: Restrictions for Detail and Filter classes
An example for necessary criteria are the restrictions modeled for the *Filter* and the *Detail* classes (see figure 34). For both classes individuals need to be of type *BI_Thing* that have exactly one individual of a *Property* assigned and play the role of a *Dependent Variable*. To make a definitive assignment further semantics would need to be modeled that distinguish the *Filter* and *Detail* class further. For the prototypical implementation this has been passed on as the focus lies on the mapping of BI and Data classes.

The final mapping of BI classes and imported Data component classes is visualized by the graph in figure 35 which has been created with Protégé’s OntoGraf plug-in. The underlying statements serialized in RDF/XML has been attached for reference in Appendix D.
5.4 Evaluation Results

Having performed the evaluation, the insights about the architecture’s applicability and technical feasibility with regard to the functional and non-functional requirements (FR*/NR*) formulated in section 4.2 are summarized in the following:

Applicability

For the two exemplary BI scenarios the architecture can be evaluated as applicable for the intention of providing visualization recommendations with some reservations on the mapping to BI ontology concepts. The actual data retrieval process and the flow of data through the different BI layers have not been evaluated within the scope of the evaluation. Because of that the translation of user inputs into the activities performed as proposed in section 4.6.2 could not be investigated in detail and is required to be evaluated in further research activities.

As expected the two fundamentally different scenarios resulted in two differing visualization recommendations with regard to the type of graphic representation and visual mappings recommended. For the recommendations made expert visualization knowledge formulated and accessible (FR3) through the Facts ontology has been incorporated in the recommendation process and resulted in rated data-to-visualization mappings (FR1). The recommendation procedure has been performed neither requiring any further user intervention nor any visualization knowledge from the user (NR1).

For both scenarios the influencing factors like the user’s activities and the data requested that are formalized in a machine-processable form within the architecture’s knowledge base (FR5) have been used in the recommendation process (FR4). However, it needs to mentioned that the assumptions about the system and user context and the domain have been very high-level thus only slightly influencing the visualization recommendation procedure (e.g. the screen size of the output device in scenario two). In more complex scenarios the influence of these factors need to be further investigated. What
has become apparent is that facts about the interaction devices used in a scenario will be essential when it comes to the system’s behavior in interaction processes rather than during the initial visualization process.

From the scenario descriptions the business/domain terms were extracted and mapped to the respective technical terms automatically with the help of the BI to Data concept mappings. To evaluate if those translations can be performed completely automatically as required in FR8, it will be necessary to also take the translation from user interface inputs to Data concepts into account. For scenario one, which required to analyze multidimensional data warehouse data, the OLAP concepts defined in the BI ontology could be easily mapped to the data requested. In the second scenario the gene expression data in form of triples had to be transformed into a filter value to satisfy the BI concepts available. A similar problem appeared with mapping the hierarchical structure of the theiler stage ontology. The kind of workarounds chosen will not be feasible for more complex scenarios. Thus the architecture can be evaluated as applicable for OLAP as required in FR9. Nevertheless, the concepts modeled in the BI ontology will need to be enhanced further for other analytical methods like graph-processing techniques.

During the evaluation it became apparent that the more complex the scenarios are and the more graphic representations are available the more mapping permutations are possible. This will require to focus on the performance of the conceptualization and recommendation procedure particularly in real implementation projects.

Technical Feasibility

As an implementation of the whole architecture proposed was not possible within the scope of this thesis, the evaluation of the technical feasibility is restricted to the reuse and integration of concepts from the SBI and VISO ontologies.

The prototypical implementation has shown that VISO concepts including classes and properties can be easily referenced and reused by pointing to
the respective URIs (NR2). This does not hold true for the SBI concepts which had to be remodeled based on the explanations in [SdSB^08] and [SCdSG^+12]. They were not publicly accessible.

The VISO classes and properties were integrated seamlessly into the remodeled BI ontology allowing to enhance and use them as if they were locally available (NR3). As already mentioned in section 4.3, due to VISO’s generic character multiple classes and properties that were not required for the implementation of the mapping were also imported in Protégé at the cost of overview in the modeling tool. However, the integration and reuse of existing ontologies, especially VISO, can be evaluated as technical feasible.

Further requirements like the functionalities of the different functional modules (FR6) will require further prototyping effort first to prove its technical feasibility and necessity. The accessibility of multiple datasources (FR7) or their exchangeability (NR6) might not be an issue as far as the implementation is based on the approaches to datasource integration taken within the SBI framework (see 4.3).
6 Summary and Outlook

6.1 Summary

Within the scope of this thesis a new approach to support business intelligence users in the selection of adequate visualizations has been searched for. As a result an architecture model that incorporates semantic technologies to not only formalize expert visualization knowledge but also the factors influencing the visualization process as well as the data retrieval processes has been developed. The formalized and machine-processable knowledge enables the BI system to make recommendations for suitable visualizations in a specific scenario automatically. In this way the time-consuming and knowledge-intensive tasks of searching and creating adequate visualizations is shifted from the BI user to the system.

A comprehensive literature review of existing approaches that incorporate semantic technologies into BI and visualization systems has preceded the development of the architecture. During the review it quickly became apparent that visualization in semantic BI environments is often treated as a blackbox despite multiple approaches to leverage semantic technologies for visualization have already been developed. Based on these findings several parts of the literature reviewed have been incorporated in the newly developed architecture model, in particular parts of the SBI framework introduced by [SdSB+08] and the VISO ontology created by [VP11]. The architecture has been composed of different BI layers and semantic components that include several functional modules and ontologies to enable visualization recommendation. Not the technical implementation but the integration of the different elements within the architecture have been focused, e.g. how BI and visualization concepts can be mapped to foster visualization and data retrieval simultaneously.
Subsequently the proposed architecture has been evaluated by simulating the visualization recommendation procedure for two fundamentally different BI scenarios. Though for both scenarios visualization recommendations could be made, the evaluation has shown that the architecture model is especially useful to recommend visualizations in the context of OLAP-based data models. For other data analysis techniques, like graph-processing techniques, the architecture’s ontologies should be enhanced.

By implementing the mapping between BI concepts and VISO concepts prototypically, only a small, although important part of the architecture’s technical feasibility could be proved. Especially the data retrieval processes, the derivation of the user’s tasks and the interaction between the different functional modules of the architecture leave space for further prototyping to discover possible design issues or technical restrictions.

Summing up the developed architecture can bridge the gap between rich data retrieval functionalities in existing BI systems and missing visualization knowledge with ordinary BI users by providing automatic visualization recommendation functionalities. Simultaneously the proposed architecture model is a good starting point for further research and prototyping activities especially with regard to the technical implementation and enhancement. In the following section it is conclusively dealt with suggestions for further research activities that result from the insights gained during the work on this thesis.

### 6.2 Outlook for Future Research

Future research activities might go into different directions focusing differing aspects of the proposed architecture. Such activities will also add new requirements to or refine the requirements already stated in section 4.2. Here are some examples of possible research areas:

**The Ontologies and Scenario Conceptualization**

As already mentioned in previous sections, the BI ontology should be enhanced with concepts describing other analytic processing methods which
become more and more relevant in times of growing amounts of graph-based data. This not only includes data mining and text analytics but also graph-processing techniques or novel approaches to data analysis like Formal Concept Analysis which has been used in the CUBIST prototype.

In the course of this thesis the domain conceptualization and integration within VISO and the SBI framework has not been discussed further. This leaves room for further discussions on how both approaches might correlate or contradict.

**The Recommendation Procedure**

Currently the different criteria that go into the effectiveness rating of visual mappings are weighted equally. It might be further investigated if this holds true for every scenario and how the weighting might be adjusted by the user or system based on the concrete scenario.

Within this thesis it has not been investigated how the visualization recommendations are provided to the users nor how they are serialized to be further processed by a visualization engine. Here additional research can be conducted. An interesting approach could be to use "design galleries" that represent identified mappings through small preview images as proposed in [GSGC08].

The system’s behavior in case no suitable mappings are found and thus no recommendations can be made might be investigated further. It might be also possible to use the formalized visualization knowledge to implement some kind of dynamic application help for the creation of visualizations in standard reporting scenarios.

In the introduction of this thesis the scope has been set to the initial creation of visualizations in ad-hoc reporting scenarios. In further research activities the system’s behavior and user support in subsequent interactions with the visualizations could be further investigated.
User Interface

At several points within this thesis the importance of the user interface design for the visualization recommendation process has been depicted. However, it has not been detailed within the scope of this thesis. Thus research on the UI design will be necessary to foster the visualization recommendation process. Some interesting approaches are the natural language processing approach suggested by [SCdSG+12] or the use of faceted search browsers as proposed by [VWPM12].

Overall System Architecture

Finally the overall system architecture might be further detailed in future research activities. This should not only include further prototypic implementations as proposed earlier but also considerations of how the architecture’s functionalities can be provided in general. For example, further research on the benefits and restrictions of implementing parts of the architecture as web services might be conducted.

Strongly related to the idea of using web services is the idea to explore how the proposed visualization recommendation functionalities might be integrated into already existing, traditional BI environments.

Performance aspects have not been taken into consideration so far. As performance will strongly effect the user satisfaction when working with the system, comprehensive research on performance aspects and caching strategies will be necessary.

To conclude this thesis, there are seemingly endless opportunities to conduct further research activities based on the proposed architecture. It serves as a good starting point for future discussions and developments in the interdisciplinary field of semantic visualization in business intelligence.
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Appendix
## Appendix A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrieve Value</td>
<td>Given a set of specific entities, find attributes of those entities.</td>
<td>What is the mileage per gallon of the Audi TT?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>Given some concrete conditions on attribute values, find entities satisfying those conditions.</td>
<td>What comedies have won awards?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute Derived Value</td>
<td>Given a set data, compute an aggregate numeric representation of those data.</td>
<td>What is the gross income of all stores combined?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find Extremum</td>
<td>Find entities possessing an extreme value of an attribute over its range within the data set.</td>
<td>What film has won the most awards?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort</td>
<td>Given a set of data, rank it according to some ordinal metric.</td>
<td>Order the cars by weight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine Range</td>
<td>Given a set of data and an attribute of interest, find the span of values within the set.</td>
<td>What is the range of film lengths?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterize Distribu-</td>
<td>Given a set of data and a quantitative attribute, characterize the distribution of that attribute's values over the set.</td>
<td>What is the age distribution of shoppers?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find Anomalies</td>
<td>Identify any anomalies within a given set of data with respect to a given relationship or expectation, e.g. statistical outliers.</td>
<td>Are there exceptions to the relationship between horsepower and acceleration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster</td>
<td>Given a set of data, find clusters of similar attribute values.</td>
<td>Are there groups of cereals with similar calories?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlate</td>
<td>Given a set of data and two attributes, determine useful relationships between the values of those attributes.</td>
<td>Do different genders have a preferred payment method?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Analytic tasks in information visualization (extracted from [AES05])
Appendix B

Traditional BI Scenario

Bob is 52 years old and holds a degree in business administration. He has only basic computer and reporting skills but uses mobile devices excessively as he is often traveling around.

After having worked as a sales person selling health care products to resellers for a long time, he has been promoted to the responsible sales manager for the German market. Now he is not in charge of selling products by himself anymore but he is the one who decides which products to sell.

His company, a French producer of everyday health care products, wants to start a new marketing campaign to boost their sales in different markets it is operating in. Bob has been invited to a brainstorming session where different marketing and sales people want to discuss which markets they will launch their campaign in.

Waiting for his flight to Paris, Bob wants to use his 7-inch tablet computer, which has a touchscreen but no stylus pen, to quickly check the year-end revenues in 2013 for the three best selling products worldwide. These are the baby cream named "Baby Dream", the face lotion called "Liquidizer" and the mouth wash called "Oral Dent". To check how Germany performed, Bob wants to compare the German revenues to the worldwide revenues. Though he has no predefined report for this comparison at hand.

The revenue data is stored in a traditional, relational data warehouse which is administered by a subcontractor. The sales data is transferred on a daily basis from the local operational systems and transformed into the multidimensional table structures in the data warehouse. The system can be accessed through a portal that has been optimized for mobile access.
Appendix C

Non-traditional BI Scenario

Steve is a 35-year-old computational biologist who studied biology with focus on informatics and later on received a Ph.D. in mathematics. Currently he is working as senior researcher on the exploration of gene expressions in mouse embryos. He and his team are analyzing large sets of data resulting from gene expression experiments to identify statistically meaningful patterns and relationships in the data.

Gene expression information tells the researchers if a gene that is encoded in the DNA is finally transcribed into a protein during the embryonic development process. If the protein translation takes place a gene is called "expressed". In special gene expression experiments it is determined which genes are active (expressed) in a specific type of cell within a particular organism at a precise time. The type and number of proteins is measured to determine which genes are expressed. The mouse is a typical model organism whose development is divided into 28 so called theiler stages. Per theiler stage it is possible to define how many days since conception have been passed (Days Post Conception - DPC), how the anatomy in the particular stage looks like and what has changed from the previous stage. For every theiler stage an anatomy and a corresponding ontology exists where the anatomy of the development mouse is formalized as a series of part-of relations. The ontology is called EMAP\textsuperscript{1}. EMAP ontology information is used in the EMAGE\textsuperscript{2} database to store gene expression information. Here triples of \{<gene>, <level of expression>, <location of expression>\} are used. The <location of expression> information is tied to the EMAP ontology and uses the concepts included. The <level of expression> can range from "expressed", over "possible" (if not sure) or "not expressed". The part-of relationships in the EMAP anatomy ontology force the expression level to be propagated up

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.emouseatlas.org/emap/
\textsuperscript{2}http://www.emouseatlas.org/emage/
Steve has to analyze the expression of a specific gene, called \textit{Wnt1}, in the mouse embryo 10 days post conception. He not only has to analyze in which anatomic structure the gene is expressed but he also to determine how strong the level of expression is. He has to visualize the information on an A2 format poster which will be presented at the open day of his research institute. In his office Steve uses a standard personal computer with a 27-inch high resolution display and standard mouse and keyboard input devices. Though Steve has good computer skills he is not sure how to visualize the data to be comprehensible for layman.
Listing for the implemented BI and Data concepts mapping:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [ 
  <!ENTITY terms "http://purl.org/dc/terms/" >
  <!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" >
  <!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" >
  <!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" >
  <!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" > ]>

<rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xml:base="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
  xmlns:terms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
  xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
  xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
  xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
  <Ontology rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#">
    <terms:creator>Karolin Stefani</terms:creator>
    <terms:description>This is an exemplary implementation of the BI ontology component with mappings to the Data component.</terms:description>
    <imports rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/"/>
  </Ontology>

  <!-- Object Properties -->

  <ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasAnalysisUnit" rdf:type=rdf:FunctionalProperty />

  <ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasAttribute" rdf:type=rdf:FunctionalProperty />
```

Appendix D

Listing for the implemented BI and Data concepts mapping:
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Attribute"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!— http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasCollection —>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasCollection">
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&owl;FunctionalProperty"/>
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Collection"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!— http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasDetail —>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasDetail">
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Detail"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!— http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasDimension —>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasDimension">
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Dimension"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!— http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasFilter —>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasFilter">
</ObjectProperty>

<!— http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasHierarchy —>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasHierarchy">
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Hierarchy"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!— http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasLevel —>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasLevel">
  <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Level"/>
<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasMeasure −−>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasMeasure"
    rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Measure"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasProperty −−>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasProperty"
    rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Property"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#has_structure −−>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#has_structure"
    rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Data_Structure"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#is_part_of −−>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#is_part_of"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#represents −−>
<ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#represents"/>
</ObjectProperty>

<!−− // Classes −−>

<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#AnalysisUnit −−>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#AnalysisUnit">
    <equivalentClass>
        <Class>
            <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
                <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
            </intersectionOf>
        </Class>
        <Restriction>
<onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasFilter"/>
<someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasMeasure"/>
<someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://www.purl.org/viso/data/Data_Structure"/>
<onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasStructure"/>
<onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasDimension"/>
<onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Dimension"/>
<minQualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</minQualifiedCardinality>

<Restriction>
<Restriction>
<Restriction>
<Restriction>
<Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</Restriction>
</intersectionOf>
</Class>
</equivalentClass>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
</Class>
<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Dimension →>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Dimension">
  <equivalentClass>
    <Class>
      <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/graphic/plays_role"/>
          <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Independent_Variable"/>
        </Restriction>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasHierarchy"/>
          <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Hierarchy"/>
          <minQualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</minQualifiedCardinality>
        </Restriction>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasCollection"/>
          <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Collection"/>
          <qualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</qualifiedCardinality>
        </Restriction>
      </intersectionOf>
    </Class>
  </equivalentClass>
</Class>

<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Filter →>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Filter"/>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
  <Class>
    <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
      <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
      <Restriction>
        <onProperty rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/graphic/plays_role"/>
        <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Dependent_Variable"/>
      </Restriction>
      <Restriction>
        <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasProperty"/>
        <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI# Property"/>
        <qualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</qualifiedCardinality>
      </Restriction>
    </intersectionOf>
  </Class>
</rdfs:subClassOf>

<!−− http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Hierarchy −−>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Hierarchy">
  <equivalentClass>
    <Class>
      <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#has_structure"/>
          <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Graph"/>
        </Restriction>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#represents"/>
          <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Relation"/>
        </Restriction>
      </intersectionOf>
    </Class>
  </equivalentClass>
</Class>
</Restriction>

<Restriction>
  <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasLevel"/>
  <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Level"/>
  <minQualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</minQualifiedCardinality>
</Restriction>
</intersectionOf>
</equivalentClass>
</Class>

<!-- http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Level -->
<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Level">
  <equivalentClass>
    <Class>
      <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
      </rdf:Description>
      <Restriction>
        <onProperty rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/graphic/plays_role"/>
        <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Independent_Variable"/>
      </Restriction>
      <Restriction>
        <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#is_part_of"/>
        <allValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Level"/>
      </Restriction>
      <Restriction>
        <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#is_part_of"/>
        <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Level"/>
        <minQualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">0</minQualifiedCardinality>
      </Restriction>
    </Class>
  </equivalentClass>
</Class>

</intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
</rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
```xml
<Restriction>
  <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasProperty"/>
  <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Property"/>
  <qualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</qualifiedCardinality>
</Restriction>
</intersectionOf>
</equivalentClass>
</Class>
<!−−http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Measure→>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Measure">
  <equivalentClass>
    <Class>
      <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/graphic/plays_role"/>
          <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Dependent_Variable"/>
        </Restriction>
      </intersectionOf>
    </Class>
    <Class>
      <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Property"/>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasDetail"/>
          <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Detail"/>
        </Restriction>
      </intersectionOf>
    </Class>
  </equivalentClass>
</Class>
<!−−http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Property→>
<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Property">
  <equivalentClass>
</Class>
```
<Class>
  <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
    <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
    <Restriction>
      <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasAttribute"/>
      <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Attribute"/>
      <qualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</qualifiedCardinality>
    </Restriction>
  </intersectionOf>
</Class>

<!−−http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Theme−−>

<Class rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#Theme">
  <equivalentClass>
    <Class>
      <intersectionOf rdf:parseType="Collection">
        <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#BI_Thing"/>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#represents"/>
          <someValuesFrom rdf:resource="http://purl.org/viso/data/Domain"/>
        </Restriction>
        <Restriction>
          <onProperty rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#hasAnalysisUnit"/>
          <onClass rdf:resource="http://www.karolin.stefani.edu/masterthesis/2014/1/BI#AnalysisUnit"/>
          <minQualifiedCardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;nonNegativeInteger">1</minQualifiedCardinality>
        </Restriction>
      </intersectionOf>
    </Class>
  </equivalentClass>
</Class>
</equivalentClass>
</Class>
</rdf:RDF>

<!— Generated by the OWL API (version 3.4.2) http://owlapi.sourceforge.net —>
Eidesstattliche Erklärung


Datum: 28.02.2014 .......................................................

Karolin Stefani